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ABSTRACT: Rod MOFs are metal−organic frameworks in which the metal-containing
secondary building units consist of inﬁnite rods of linked metal-centered polyhedra. For
such materials, we identify the points of extension, often atoms, which deﬁne the interface
between the organic and inorganic components of the structure. The pattern of points of
extension deﬁnes a shape such as a helix, ladder, helical ribbon, or cylinder tiling. The
linkage of these shapes into a three-dimensional framework in turn deﬁnes a net characteristic of the original structure. Some
scores of rod MOF structures are illustrated and deconstructed into their underlying nets in this way. Crystallographic data for all
nets in their maximum symmetry embeddings are provided.
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structures containing branched polytopic linkers into underlying
nets and the nature of those nets was the topic of a recent review.5
In some MOFs, there are ﬁnite metal-containing SBUs in
which, for example, metal−oxygen polyhedra are linked into
rings. There is however a second major class of MOFs in which
the metal-containing SBUs are inﬁnite in one dimension.6
Such SBUs are generally referred to as rods, and it is with
the description and deconstruction of the structures of MOFs
containing them (rod MOFs) this review is concerned. It is
emphasized that the topic is methods of deconstruction
of structures and not an exhaustive catalog of rod MOFs themselves. Rod MOFs have attracted considerable attention because
of their potentially valuable properties to gas storage, separations,
and catalysis, and we note that compilations of theoretical
materials7−18 have started to include rod MOFs recently,7,12,18
following intensive eﬀort made on those with ﬁnite SBUs.7−17
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1.2. Crystal Nets

Crystal nets are special kinds of graphs. The graphs are simple;
the edges are undirected and there are no loops (edges that begin
and end on the same vertex) or multiple edges between a pair of
vertices. Also, they are connected; there is a continuous path
of edges between every pair of vertices. The nets we will be
concerned with are crystallographic: they have an automorphism
group (the group of permutations of vertices that leaves the
connectivity pattern of the graph unchanged) that is isomorphous with a crystallographic space group.19 This space group
is the maximum possible symmetry of a realization (i.e.,
embedding) of the net, and we refer to it here simply as the
symmetry of the net.
It is useful to distinguish between the abstract graph, which
consists of vertices and edges, and an embedding. In an
embedding (sometimes called a realization) the vertices of the
abstract graph are assigned coordinates and now referred to
as links or branch points. Edges are now referred to as nodes.
This distinction is necessary as, for example, we sometimes want
to refer to the length of a link, but an edge of an abstract
graph obviously cannot have a “length”. In an embedding of a
crystallographic graph, a unit cell is assigned, usually of the maximum possible symmetry, and the nodes have coordinates usually
chosen for unit link length and for minimum density subject to
that constraint. Embeddings of nets of interest to crystal
chemistry are collected in a searchable database, the Reticular
Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR).20 There they are
assigned symbols, generally three letters lower case bold as xyz.
The symbols may have extension as in xyz-a. The extension
−a refers to the augmented net in which the original vertices are
replaced by the vertex ﬁgure (coordination ﬁgure) which will be a
simple shape such as a square or octahedron. Note that one can
only identify a vertex ﬁgure for an embedded net (not for a
graph). The reader is warned that unfortunately one sometimes
ﬁnds three-letter symbols or three-letter plus number symbols
that are not RCSR symbols in papers. Sometimes RCSR symbols
are given incorrectly in italics.
If a net has just one topological type of vertex (edge), it is
said to be vertex (edge)-transitive. In a maximum-symmetry
embedding of a vertex (edge)-transitive net, all nodes (links) are
related by symmetry. More generally, a graph has a transitivity
p q, which says that there are p topological kinds of vertex and
q kinds of edge.
We use the notation k-c for a vertex that has k edges incident on that vertex. It is common to refer to such a vertex as
k-connected, but we try to avoid that term as connectivity has a
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nothing exists except atoms and empty space; everything else
is opinion.1
1.1. Metal−Organic Frameworks

Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are now a major subject of
materials chemistry and are the topic of many thousands of
papers annually because of their actual and potential applications.2 Many also have beautiful and intricate crystal structures
often quite unlike those seen before in chemistry. The essence of
MOF chemistry is that frameworks are assembled by linking
molecular units of well-deﬁned shapes by strong bonds into
periodic frameworks. The theory and practice of this is the
discipline of reticular chemistry.3 An important component of
reticular chemistry is the deconstruction of such structures into
their underlying nets (framework topology) to facilitate designed
synthesis of materials with targeted porosity, pore size, and
functionality.4
MOFs are composed of two or more secondary building units
(SBUs). These are of two general types: (a) metal-containing
units that range from having single metal atoms to inﬁnite
groups (rods and layers) and (b) polytopic organic linkers that
may themselves incorporate metal atoms (as in a porphyrin).
The metal-containing SBUs are most commonly ﬁnite units with
points of extension (points at which they are joined to the
linkers) forming a well-deﬁned geometrical shape such as a
square or an octahedron. These shapes are joined by polytopic
linkers into periodic frameworks. The deconstruction of such
12467
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meaning quite distinct from coordination in graph theory.
In nets with mixed coordination k1, k2, ..., we use the notation
(k1, k2, ...)-c to describe the net.
We proposed a principle of minimal transitivity, which states
that the transitivity of the underlying nets of crystal structures is usually (there are exceptions) the minimum possible
consistent with the number and structure of the SBUs.5 We ﬁnd
this principle also holds generally for rod MOFs. The most
important nets in MOF chemistry are edge transitive (transitivity
1 1 or 2 1). An account of these and their importance to designed
synthesis has been given.21
1.3. SBUs, Points of Extension, and Deconstructing Rod
MOFs

A commonly used metal SBU is the Cu2(−COO)4 cluster
(paddle wheel) that appears in copper acetate. The four carboxylate carbon atoms are the points of linking to the organic
linker (the points of extension), for example, the tritopic
trimesate (1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate = BTC) in the MOF
HKUST-1 (Figure 1).22 The carboxylate C atoms are at the

Figure 2. (a) One rod of MOF-71 of composition [Co2O(−COO)4]∞;6
(b) the points of extension forming a zigzag ladder; (c) the linkage of the
ladders in the crystal structure forming the sra net; and (d) the same net
with the ladder colored. Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra,
metal.

Figure 1. Center: the linker in HKUST-1 joined to three Cu2(−COO)4
paddle wheel SBUs.22 Left: the 3-c (green) and 4-c (magenta) nodes of
the underlying net. Right: A fragment of the augmented net with nodes
at the points of extension. Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra,
metal.

we deﬁne the underlying net to be the pattern of rod SBU points
of extension joined together and then linked into a 3-periodic
network.
A similar structure is found in a chromium azolate.25 The rod
has composition [Cr2O(-TZ)4]∞, here TZ stands for tetrazolate
with a CN4 ring (Figure 3). We could take the tetrazole C atoms

vertices of a square, so we consider the SBU to correspond to a
square 4-c node at the center. Likewise, we consider the BTC to
correspond to a 3-c node as shown. The resulting (3,4)-c net is
tbo. To illustrate the net, it is informative to use the augmented
net, tbo-a, in which the nodes are replaced by their coordination
ﬁgures (in this case squares and triangles). Note that the points
of extension of the metal SBU correspond to nodes in the
augmented net. The augmented net directly illustrates the shapes
that are linked.
A metal SBU consists of groups of metal atoms (M) joined
to one or more other metal atoms in the same SBU either by
M-X-M links (here X is a non metal such as N or O) or through a
common point of extension (for example by M−O−C−O−M
carboxylate). In the MOFs of this paper, metal atoms are thus
linked into inﬁnite rods.
There is a large family of isoreticular (having the same
underlying net) rod MOFs generally known as MOF-71,6
MIL-47,23 and MIL-53.24 We use the structure of MOF-71 with
rod of composition [Co2O(−COO)4]∞ to illustrate how simple
rod MOF structures are deconstructed (Figure 2). Note that now
we keep the pattern of points of extension (carboxylate C atoms
in this case) as deﬁning the shape of the metal SBU. In these
MOFs, the linker is ditopic, in MOF-71 terephthalate = 1,4
benzenedicarboxylate (BDC), so we link these shapes, zigzag
ladders, by single linkers into a 3-periodic network. The net
in this case has RCSR symbol sra and is shown in Figure 2.
This procedure is very like using the augmented net in the example
of a ﬁnite SBU. Now however there is no “un-augmented” version
as the rod pattern does not have a well-deﬁned center point.
So, when possible, with rod SBUs linked by ditopic linkers,

Figure 3. Zigzag ladder of formula [Cr2O(-TZ)4]∞, and its simpliﬁcation.25 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal;
pink, points of extension.

as the points of extension, but it is more consistent with the
previous case to take as point of extension a ﬁctive atom located
between the two N atoms that are directly bonded to the metal
atom. This choice of ﬁctive atom is helpful in considering the
structures of mixed carboxylates/azolates. Their pattern of points
of extension, a zigzag ladder, is similar to that in the previous
12468
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example. The linker is again ditopic (benzene ditetrazole) so one
gets again the sra pattern as the underlying net.
The 4-c sra net is one of the most-commonly occurring in MOF
chemistry. The symbol comes from the fact that it is the Al net in
SrAl2. The same topology occurs as the zeolite framework type
ABW. Clearly a zigzag ladder rod must have at least two kinds of
link (rungs and risers); there must be a third kind of link to join the
rods into nets. Accordingly, the minimal transitivity for a net of
linked ladders is 1 3. This is indeed the transitivity of the sra net.
It should be remarked that there is occasionally a very diﬀerent
mode of deconstructing MOF structures advocated. This is to
identify the nodes of the net as the metal atoms and the centers of
the linkers. This is the so-called standard representation of
the program TOPOS.26,27 But this procedure is never used in
practice for MOFs with ﬁnite multimetal-atom SBUs (recall the
example of HKUST-1 above).
We show here a rod that has a diﬀerent, but related, ladder
SBU. The compound is a Tb terephthalate and an early example
of a rod MOF.28 The carboxylate C atoms on the rod again deﬁne
ladders, but now they are “twisted” (rungs not parallel) and they
are linked into a diﬀerent net, irl (Figure 4) with symmetry

Figure 5. (a) [Yb(−COO)3]∞ rod in UTSA-30; (b) the pattern of
points of extension (carboxylate C atoms);29 and (c) one linker in
UTSA-30. The large black spheres are identiﬁed as nodes of the net; and
(d) the net hyb formed by the nodes in (c) shown as rods of face-sharing
octahedra (green) linked to triangles (red). Color code: black, C; red,
O; blue polyhedra, metal.

However, some rod MOF structures have nets of considerable
complexity. A striking example is the recently reported structure
of the chemically simple bismuth trimesate.30 This MOF has
rod SBUs that are in themselves the same topologically but are
linked into a structure of unprecedented topological complexity
(section 13.2): the net has transitivity 54 135. Indeed, this rod
MOF is a rare example in which the rods of the crystal structure
are not related by symmetry.
We recognize that, in some instances at least, the choice of
location of points of extension is arbitrary (it may not be at an
atom site). Further, the choice of links between these points of
extension may also not be obvious. Thus, an inevitable element of
subjectivity enters; see the quotation at the beginning of this
review. But this ambiguity is part of the fabric of structural
chemistry: people can, and often do, argue about such matters as
the very existence of a bond between a pair of atoms or about
the appropriate description of a coordination polyhedron.31,32
We return to this topic in section 14.
Some further examples of assignment of points of extension are
given here. In tetrazolates with three or four N atoms linked to
metals, we use a ﬁctive atom at the center of the group of three (see
e.g., Figure 10). For phenolic −OH, we take the C atom to which it
is joined (e.g., the MOF-74 related compounds of section 13.2).
For pairs of such −OH on adjacent C atoms, we take a ﬁctive atom
between that pair as for MOF-910 (Figure 66). For three adjacent
−OH, we take a ﬁctive atom between the three C atoms as in
pyrogallate (Figure 26). For phosphonate/sulfonate, points of
extension are P/S atoms (Figure 10, top; Figures 34, 53, and 58).
For pyridine, we take the N atom in the ring (Figure 10, bottom).
The analysis of rod MOFs sometimes leads to underlying
topologies that are quite complicated and would not serve the
purpose of RCSR. The database contains mainly structures of
interest for designing new materials as well as structures of special
interest to the theory of periodic graphs and tilings. This in turn
means that only simple structures can be added that are, in
principle, amenable to reticular chemistry.3 Nevertheless, some
frameworks, SBUs, or topologies that we have encountered
are worth describing even if they most likely remain isolated

Figure 4. Twisted ladder rod SBU and the resulting irl topology. Color
code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.28

Cmcm, but again with minimal transitivity 1 3. It is interesting
that in the original paper, the rod nature of the SBU was not
emphasized nor was the irl topology recognized. Instead the
“standard representation” in which the nodes of the net were
taken as the metal atoms and the centers of the linkers were used.
The resulting net is the tetragonal net pts which in no way
reﬂects that the salient feature of the structure is parallel rods of
metal−oxygen polyhedra. Likewise, the “standard representation” of the sra MOFs leads to another tetragonal net lvt in which
again there are no parallel rods of vertices. The irl topology
was ﬁrst recognized a little later in MOF-756 which has the same
Tb rod but a diﬀerent ditopic linker.
When deconstructing the structure of rod MOFs with
polytopic linkers, to be consistent, one should also use the
“augmented” form, speciﬁcally replacing each branch point of the
linker by the coordination ﬁgure (usually a triangle, square,
or tetrahedron). Figure 5 illustrates a rod MOF (UTSA-30)
with tritopic linker that was recently described in this way.29
The underlying net is hyb. The net must have at least two
kinds of vertices, one each on the rod and the linker. Likewise,
there must be at least two edges on the rod and two on the
linker, so the minimal transitivity is now 2 4, which is that of hyb.
Generally, when considering the complexity of a rod net, as
measured by its transitivity, it should be compared with the
augmented version of the net of a MOF composed of ﬁnite SBUs.
Thus, the transitivity of tbo-a (the augmented net of HKUST-1)
is also 2 4.
12469
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Figure 6. Invariant 2-periodic patterns.

Figure 8. Examples of rods that are cylinder tilings.

Figure 7. Nets illustrating the invariant rod patterns with rod axes in
parallel layers. The nets and symmetries are (a) bto-z, P6222 (b) ths-z,
I41/amd, (c) qzd, P6222, and (d) cds, P42/mmc.

examples. In this review, we therefore decided to name them rod
nets, together with a unique number (e.g., rn-1). The maximum
symmetry embedding of such nets, as Systre output ﬁles,33 can be
found in the Supporting Information.
1.4. Cylinder and Sphere Packings

Sphere packings play a central role in descriptive crystal
chemistry. We refer speciﬁcally to packings of spheres of equal
diameter. Periodic structures of this sort have nets with
embeddings in which the links (deﬁned by sphere contacts)
are all of equal length and are the shortest distances between
nodes. The basic uninodal and binodal nets of prime importance
in describing the topology of MOFs with ﬁnite SBUs are nearly
all sphere-packing nets.
The importance of rod structures in crystal chemistry was
described some time ago.34,35 The most symmetrical rods are
cylinders, and the structures of periodic packings of symmetryrelated cylinders are of relevance to crystal chemistry (just as are
sphere packings). The most important, but perhaps the most
diﬃcult to appreciate, are those with cubic symmetry and these
have been systematically enumerated.36−38 Of more interest
(so far!) to MOF chemistry are the invariant cylinder packings.
In these structures, the positions of the cylinder axes are ﬁxed
by symmetry. There are 14 of them and their structures and
symmetries have been described.6

Figure 9. (a) Boerdijk-Coxeter (BC) helix as a rod of face-sharing
tetrahedra; (b) the same showing the triple helix; (c) the pattern of the
point at the mid points of the edges of the BC helix; (d) the same as a rod
of face-sharing octahedra, the Lidin-Andersson (LA) helix; and (e) the
rod of face-sharing square pyramids obtained by removing the outer
vertices of the LA helix.

Structures with rods all parallel are easiest to visualize and
are most common in rod MOFs. The rod axes intersect a
perpendicular plane in a pattern of the nodes of a 2-periodic
net. By far the most important are three of the four invariant
structures: the square lattice, sql, the hexagonal lattice, hxl,
and the honeycomb pattern, hcb. The fourth (least commonly
occurring) is the kagomé pattern, kgm (Figure 6). Indeed we
know of only two examples of rod MOFs with parallel rods in
which the rod pattern is not one of these four invariant structures.
In these, parallel rods intersect the plane in a uninodal 2-periodic
pattern 32.4.3.4 (tts) (section 10) or 3.4.6.4 (htb) (section 13.2).
12470
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Figure 10. MOFs, showing etb topology, formed by rod, simple helical SBUs. Each node, marked as a large sphere, is 3-c, with 2 coordination within
the trifold helix and one to the linker.88−90 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; orange, P; lavender, Cl; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points of
extension.

and two 4-c. They are shown in Figure 7. So far we have only
recognized the tetragonal patterns in rod MOFs.
We know of just one example of rod MOFs with a cubic
3-way pattern (Section 4.3).39 It is easy to see why they are
rare. The crystal dimensions are completely determined by the

Structures with nonparallel rods in parallel layers also occur,
and invariant rod patterns are brieﬂy described here. There are
four: two with hexagonal symmetry (both P6222 or P6422)
and two with tetragonal symmetry (P42/mmc and I41/amd).
They can be illustrated by the structures of common nets: two 3-c
12471
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Figure 12. Single crystal structure of Pb(MTETBDC). The 4-fold
helices form an overall ths net.96 Color code: black, C; red, O; yellow,
S; blue polyhedra, metal.

(44 cylinder tiling), and (c) alternating octahedra and trigonal
prisms (prisms and antiprisms) sharing opposite faces (33.42
cylinder tiling). These are illustrated in Figure 8.
There are two special structures that we meet that are worth
mentioning. The ﬁrst is formed by a rod of face-sharing tetrahedra, Figure 9. The structure is chiral and, if the tetrahedra are
regular, aperiodic. It is generally known as the Boerdijk-Coxeter
(BC) helix or the Bernal spiral after early describers43,44 and
arises in several diﬀerent contexts in chemistry.45−52 It is a special
case, symbol (1,2,3), of the 36 tilings of a cylinder by equilateral
triangles described in detail some time ago.53 The dual structures
are those of single-wall carbon nanotubes whose structures and
symmetries are well documented.54
A second structure we call the Lidin-Andersson (LA) helix
after its early describers.48 This is a rod of face-sharing octahedra
and is similarly aperiodic for regular polyhedra. It was noted by
Lord50 that the centers of the edges of a regular tetrahedron
deﬁne a regular octahedron and the centers of the edges of the
BC helix deﬁne the LA helix. As there are three kinds of edge on
the BC helix, there are three kinds of vertices in the LA helix with
vertex symbols 34, 36, and 38.
It appears that all chiral 36 cylinder tilings with equilateral
triangles (deltahedra) are aperiodic so that periodic nets derived
by linking such structures cannot be made with equal edges.
We note here that the rods in the extraordinary bismuth trimesate (CAU-17)30 referred to above have points of extension in
the LA helix.
Removing the outer points of the LA helix leaves a rod of
square pyramids sharing triangular faces as shown in the
ﬁgure. Now there are two kinds of vertices: 3.4.3.4 and
32.4.32.4. We identify this rod in the structure of MOF-74
which is perhaps the most-important rod MOF (certainly the
most-studied).55−67

Figure 11. Rod of Ni5(OH)2(L-ASP)4 consists of a chiral 4-fold helix
that, when combined with a ditopic metallo-linker [Ni(L-ASP)2]2−,
produces a 3-c srs topology net.93 Color code: black, C; red, O; green,
N; blue polyhedra, metal.

periodicity of the rods, so the linker must have exactly the right
dimensions to ﬁt.
1.5. Some Simple Rods

The simplest periodic rod is just equally spaced points on a
straight line. Simple variations of this are helices. The crystallographic restriction in three dimension limits helices to those of
type 21 (better called a zigzag), and the enantiomorphous pairs
31 and 32, 41 and 43, and 61 and 65. In one dimension there is
no crystallographic restriction and any order of rotation or
screw axes is allowed for the rod. In Section 10, we describe
rods with 51 and 54 axes. Of course in such 3-periodic structures the symmetries act only on the rod, not the crystal as a
whole.40
Next in complexity are ladders.41 Their shapes are determined
by the manner of linkage into a 3-periodic net. The two most
common are zigzag ladders (already seen in Figure 2) and twisted
ladders (Figure 4).
Many of the rods we meet in deconstructing rod MOF
structures can be described as rods of polyhedra sharing edges or
faces. Most of these are easy to visualize and have been described
in a systematic account of 1-periodic sphere packings.42 Perhaps
most common are (a) rods of octahedra, (or more generally
antiprisms) sharing opposite faces (36 cylinder tiling), (b) rods
of trigonal prisms (or prisms in general) sharing opposite faces
12472
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Figure 14. Single crystal structure of Al4(OH)8(BTEC), MIL-120. The
helical rod SBUs are connected by tetratopic organic linkers yielding a
(3,4)-c raa net.100 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

by 131.8° rotations, and the simplest periodic approximation is to
distort to 120° rotation which results in rods with p312 or p322
symmetry. All the nets in this work based on the LA helix or on its
diminished form are indeed trigonal with chiral rods.
1.6. Special Properties of Rod MOFs: Breathing and
Forbidden Catenation

Although this review is concerned with structure rather than
properties, we would be remiss if we fail to mention two properties of rod MOFs that are intimately related to their structures.
These were both noted in the earliest rod MOF papers.
The ﬁrst is “forbidden catenation”. This term was ﬁrst applied
at the outset of rod-MOF chemistry.70 It means that for rod
MOFs, no matter how large the pores, there can be no multiple
intergrowths of the same structure. This simply results from the
fact that the periodicity along the rods is at most a few ångströms,
generally insuﬃcient to allow intercalation of a second copy of
the structure. This property has recently been used to make a
large suite of isoreticular rod MOFs with pore diameters ranging
from 14 to 98 Å.71 For a rare example of interpenetration
(catenation) in a rod MOF see section 13.1.
The second property that has been the subject of considerable
interest is that rod MOFs, particularly of the MIL-5324 types, is
that they have ﬂexible frameworks and can “breathe” (change
volume) with uptake or desorption of guests. This property has
been the subject of considerable theoretical study.72−86 It should
be remarked, however, that not all rod MOF structures breathe,

Figure 13. Single crystal structure of Pb(TMBD) that shows an
underlying etm topology net.97 Color code: black, C; red, O; yellow,
S; blue polyhedra, metal.

The vertices of the BC helix lie on a cylinder. For unit edge, the
radius of the cylinder is 1/√10 and one vertex is related to the
next by translation 3√3/10 and rotation by cos−1(−2/3) =
131.8°. This angle is not a rational fraction of 360°, so the helix
is aperiodic. However, a small change in the rotation angle to
(3/8)360° = 135° gives a periodic structure, now with unequal
edges, with 8 vertices in the repeat unit related by an 83 screw axis.68
The rod symmetry is p8322 (or p8522 depending on the sense of
the rotation). Here p is the symbol for the one-dimensional lattice.
8-Fold symmetry is not possible in a 3-periodic structure, and in
nets based on the BC helix, the rods have p4322 (or have p4122)
symmetry. The same rods also occur in the structure of β-Mn,47 in
which the local 8-fold symmetry was explicitly recognized.69
In the LA helix, there are three kinds of vertices and 8-fold rod
symmetry is not possible. Vertices of each kind are again related
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Figure 15. Two structurally diﬀerent MOFs that show an underlying rab net topology. The 4-fold helices are connected through tetratopic linkers.101,102
Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

octahedrally coordinated by phosphonate O and nitrogen
moieties of the central piperidine.91 The latter also serves as
the points of extension to the neighboring rods to form an overall
framework with hexagonal channels. An isostructural compound
was later developed for the adsorption of fuel-related gases
and has been termed Ni-STA-12 (STA: St. Andrews porous
material).92 Isostructural MOFs containing Fe and Co were
also reported.91 Reticular chemistry has then enabled the
expansion of this structure by introducing a longer linker
H4BPBMP (H4BPBMP = N,N′-4,4′-bipiperidinebis(methylenephosphonic) acid) to produce STA-16, Co 2 (BPBMP)
(Figure 10, top).88
Another structure with etb topology is provided by the
TZ containing linker BDT [H2BDT = 5,5′-(1,4-phenylene)bis(1H-tetrazole)] that links a [M3(-TZ)3Cl3]∞ SBU into a
3-dimensional framework.89 The SBU is composed of octahedrally coordinated metal cations, and the points of extension
are selected as the centers of the tridentate TZ moieties. We have
inserted pseudoatoms at such centers as pink spheres (Figure 10,
middle). The overall structure contains hexagonal channels and
was investigated for hydrogen storage.
Another framework is composed of mixed coordination
environments containing carboxylates and pyridines to produce
the helical SBU, however only the pyridyl moieties serve as
points of extension, whereas the carboxylates are just simple
monotopic ligands (Figure 10, bottom). The reaction of zinc
salts with BIPY (BIPY = 4,4′-bipyridine) and HOCA [HOCA =
(E)-3-(2-hydroxyphenyl)acrylic acid] produces Zn2(HOCA)4(BIPY) that is composed of [M3(COO)3(-PY)3]∞ SBUs.

and some breathing structures are not rod MOFs. A recent paper
has shown that the ﬂexibility of a framework is determined by
its topology, an important factor in theoretical studies of the
properties of hypothetical MOFs.87

2. MOFS WITH SIMPLE HELICAL SBUS
We herein describe MOFs that have rod SBUs that can be
deconstructed to simple helices. Such helices can be further
linked into 3-dimensional MOFs through either ditopic or
polytopic linkers and contain many early examples of rod MOFs.
For each topology, we highlight just one or two examples. Nodes
in helical SBUs are regularly 3-c, where 2-c are within the SBU
and one coordination is provided to the linker.
2.1. MOFs with Simple Helical SBUs and Ditopic Linkers

A long-known and large group of MOFs are those with structures
based on the etb topology, a deconstruction that was initially also
applied to the popular MOF-74 structure.6 However, from our
perspective, there are more appropriate ways to describe this
particular structure, which we detail in section 13.2. In general,
there are only two ways of linking trifold helices with one kind
of vertex: all helices are of same hand to give eta nets, or of
a diﬀerent hand to give etb with symmetry R3m
̅ . The latter is a
3-c net with transitivity 1 2. The MOFs with etb topology are
therefore all composed of ditopic linkers with a diversity of
coordinating groups, including but not limited to phosphonates,88 azolates,89 and pyridines90 (Figure 10).
An isoreticular (same net topology) class of phosphonate MOFs were ﬁrst explored in 2006 and are composed
of [M3(POO2)3(-N)3]∞ SBUs, where the metal cations are
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Figure 16. Three topologically diﬀerent frameworks formed by zigzag ladders of general formula [MX(−COO)2]∞ (X = O, OH). Various angles subtended
either at the SBU or the linkers facilitate diﬀerent orientation of rod SBUs in 1-dimension (sra, rad) or in 2-dimensions (cua).6,114,116 Color code: black, C; red,
O; blue polyhedra, metal.

The chiral 1D chains of nickel aspartate were previously reported
and crystallize as enantiopure (helices of only one hand) or
racemic (helices with both hands) compounds.95
Another topology that contains 4-fold symmetric rods can be
found in tetragonal ths nets with symmetry I41/amd. The 3-c net
has transitivity 1 2. The helices are linked to their four closest
neighbors by linear, aromatic dicarboxylates (Figure 12). In particular, we show the MOF Pb(MTETBDC) (H2MTETBDC =
2,5-bis((2-(methylthio)ethyl)thio)terephthalic acid) that is built
from [M(−COO)2]∞ SBUs.96 The Pb2+ are each coordinated
by six carboxylate groups and two S atoms of the linker. Such coordination of S is not shown here, since the bond distances are quite
large. The authors described the structure as similar to MOF-70;
however, we believe that the description as a ths net is more
appropriate than a very distorted sra net. In terms of practical utility,
the MOF was investigated for its performance in white light LEDs.

The OCA moieties are part of the SBU; however, they do not
link them together. The resulting hexagonal framework was
described correctly as etb topology, particularly as MOF-74
analog, and was investigated toward luminescent properties.
In contrast to the 3-fold symmetric helix, as observed in
etb nets, a 4-fold symmetry occurs in a tetragonal structure based
on the srs net. All helices are of the same hand in srs, a chiral
net, showing symmetry I4132. The 3-c net has minimal transitivity 1 1. The edge is represented by a ditopic linker (e.g., a
dicarboxylate). The compound illustrated herein (Figure 11),
Ni5(OH)2(L-ASP)4 is a combination of a relatively complicated
[M4(OH)2(L-ASP)2(−COO)2]∞ SBU linked together with
ditopic [Ni(L-ASP)2]2− (H2L-ASP = L-aspartic acid).93 The latter
can also be referred to as metallo-linker.94 The Ni atoms in the
rod are coordinated in an octahedral environment and contain
additionally bound L-ASP ligands that do not act as linkers.
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Figure 17. Single crystal structures and net topologies (irl, rac, and rae) of MOFs built from [M(−COO)2]∞ twisted zigzag ladder SBUs.28,123
Color code: black, C; red, O; yellow, S; blue polyhedra, metal.

post-transition metal ions (e.g., TlI, PbII, and BiIII) due to the lone
pair eﬀect,99 which should be considered in reticular synthesis
of MOFs.

If slightly diﬀerent thiol-containing ditopic linkers are reacted
with helical [M(−COO)2]∞ SBUs of diﬀerent shape, an etm
topology net is obtained instead. In the framework with formula
Pb(TMBD) (H2TMBD = tetrakis(methylthio)-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid), the two crystallographically independent Pb2+
are each coordinated by six oxygen of the carboxylate moieties.97
In contrast to Pb(MTETBDC), mentioned above, the thiol moieties point away from the SBU toward the inside of the channels
and are therefore capable of binding HgCl2 in a reversible manner.
The underlying etm net has orthorhombic symmetry Ibam.
The net has transitivity 2 4. Each helix is linked to their three
closest neighboring helices by dicarboxylates linkers (Figure 13).
We note that in such Pb rod MOFs,96,97 the rod SBUs are
rather irregular,98 leading to nets with nonminimal transitivity
(e.g., etm) or other novel topology. This result may be related
to the preferred noncentrosymmetric coordination geometries of

2.2. MOFs with Simple Helical SBUs and Polytopic Linkers

In Figure 14, we illustrate the structure and topology of a
framework that was termed MIL-120 (MIL: Material Institute
Lavoisier) and is composed of [M(OH)2(−COO)]∞ SBUs,
that when combined with tetratopic BTEC linkers (H4BTEC =
benzene-1,2,4,5-tetracarboxylic acid) produce Al4(OH)8(BTEC).100
Both independent Al3+ have an octahedral coordination environment, containing four carboxylate O and two μ2-OH groups.
The rod SBU is composed of edge-sharing octahedra, in terms
of coordination which the authors describe as zigzag inorganic
wires. The points of extension (i.e., all carboxylate C in the
structure) form helices as previously observed in ths nets;
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Figure 18. Crystal structure of Li(INA) formed by a bifunctional
and distorted zigzag ladder SBU. The underlying topology is a regular
sra net.113 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra,
metal.
Figure 19. Crystal structure and net topology (umr) of Co3(OH)4(HPXT)2.128 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra,
metal.

however, they show both hands and are in turn connected to and
separated by squares. The binodal (3,4)-c net, symbol raa, has
transitivity 2 5 and symmetry C2/m.
Another (3,4)-c net, rab, is observed in at least two chemically
diﬀerent MOFs (Figure 15). First, MIL-118A of formula
Al2(OH)2(BTEC) that is composed of [M(OH)(−COO)2]∞
SBUs joint by BTEC linkers.101 Each Al3+ is octrahedrally
coordinated by three carboxylate O and two μ2-OH groups.
The remaining coordination site is occupied by a water molecule
in MIL-118A, that in turn forms a hydrogen bond interaction
to one of the uncoordinated carboxylate oxygens. This water
molecule can be removed through heating to yield activated
MIL-118B, which therefore represents a material suitable for
reversible water adsorption. The other framework with rab
topology was termed BCF-4 (BCF = beryllium carboxylate
framework) Be4(OH)4(BTEC) and consist of [M(OH)(−COO)]∞ SBUs, also linked through BTEC.102 In the rod
SBU, each beryllium is coordinated tetrahedrally, as commonly
observed in beryllium chemistry, by two oxygens of bridging
carboxylate groups and two μ2-OH groups. The authors have
described the topology as a new zeolitic type, evaluated through
the program package TOPOS and taking into account the

tetrahedral coordination of beryllium. However, we believe that
M−OH−M does not represent an appropriate edge of the net,
and only carboxylate C should be considered as points of
extension. Accordingly, the points of extension form a helix that
can also be observed in srs nets, where they occur only in one
hand. However, in rab nets both hands are present and therefore
render it into an achiral net. The (3,4)-c net has transitivity
2 5 and symmetry Cccm.

3. MOFS WITH ZIGZAG LADDER SBUS
A versatile and often studied group of MOFs has SBUs that can
be described as zigzag ladders (also called “double zigzag”) and
nets with 4-c nodes. Three of the four links between nodes
belong to the zigzag ladder, and the remaining one linking them
together, into the 3D MOF, through either ditopic or polytopic
linkers. The SBU can either be fairly regular in shape or considerably twisted and, together with variable linker geometries,
lead to diﬀerent nets as discussed below.
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Figure 20. Zigzag ladder rod SBUs combined with tetratopic linkers. Symmetric linkers lead to a binodal (3,4)-c fry topology, asymmetric linkers to a
trinodal (3,4)-c frz topology.129,134 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

feature of many sra nets is their ﬂexibility which allows for structural changes upon solvent exchange or drying, a phenomenon
detailed in the introduction and also described as “breathing”.24
If [MX(−COO)2]∞ rod SBUs are connected with BDC and
subtend diﬀerent angles at the SBU and with respect to each
other then the framework V(OH) (BDC) (MIL-68) was produced (Figure 16).114 In contrast to MOF-71, this framework
contains both triangular and hexagonal channels running along
[001]. The authors initially classiﬁed the topology as related to
ReO3 (reo) by considering each vanadium ion as the node, and
OH as well as BDC as the linkers. Later, it was also interpreted as
a linked kagomé (kgm) pattern owing to the triangular and
hexagonal windows observed in kgm. This pattern distinguishes
it clearly from MIL-47,115 that we have unambiguously determined as an sra topology. However, in our deconstruction
approach, only the carboxylate C atoms should be considered
as points of extension which therefore renders MIL-68 into

3.1. MOFs with Zigzag Ladder SBUs and Ditopic Linkers

Probably the most-frequently observed group of MOFs is that
containing SBUs that consist of a rod of MO6 octahedra sharing
opposite corners with formula [MX(−COO)2]∞ (X = O, OH),
as detailed in Figure 16. If such building units are combined with
simple, rigid ditopic linkers [e.g., BDC (H2BDC = benzene-1,4dicarboxylic acid)], MOF-71, Co(BDC) (DMF) (DMF = N,Ndimethylformamide) is produced.6 We intentionally left the
DMF in this particular formula since it provides a μ2-O that is
part of the framework and cannot be removed without disturbing
its integrity. The net, symbol sra, consists of simply linked zigzag
ladders. The net has transitivity 1 3 and symmetry Imma.
Each rod is linked to four others through a ditopic linker and
thus generates rhombic-shaped pores. The linker functionality is
highly variable in sra nets and frameworks, containing
carboxylates,24,70,103−107 phosphonates,108,109 azolates,110,111
and even mixed functionalities112,113 were observed. A striking
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Systre and TOPOS, by reducing the rod SBU not into a zigzag
ladder, but into a zigzag line with metal centers as nodes. We have
previously pointed out (section 1.3) the disadvantage of this
approach, which in this case results in a uninodal 4-c net with the
point symbol 54.82. In contrast, we use the deconstruction into a
zigzag ladder, taking the actual points of extension (carboxylate
C atoms) into account. The resulting net, symbol cua, has
transitivity 2 5, and symmetry I41/a.
There are more zigzag ladders that do not necessarily contain
parallel rungs (i.e., they may be twisted and therefore facilitate
formation of diﬀerent nets). MOFs that consist of such twisted
zigzag ladder SBUs can be seen in Figure 17 and consist of
[M(−COO)2]∞ building units, where each metal cation is 7- or
8-coordinated through four oxygen from carboxylate groups and
the remaining coordination sites are either occupied by water or
charge balancing oxides.
A combination of the twisted [M(−COO)2]∞ building unit
with rigid ditopic BDC produces a MOF with formula Tb(BDC)
(NO3) (Figure 17, top).28 The structure of Tb(BDC) contains
rhombic-shaped channels that are partially occupied by chargebalancing NO3¯ counterions; however, the structure is still accessible to CO2 gas. As pointed out earlier, the structure is best
described as an irl net, based on twisted zigzag ladder SBUs,
where each rod SBU is linked to four neighboring SBUs. The irl
net has transitivity 1 3 and symmetry Cccm. In similarity to the
previously discussed sra, irl nets are observed in many examples
in the literature, build mainly from carboxylates,117−120 as well as
phosphonates.121,122
Two other structures with the same rod are based on
7-coordinated uranium(VI) or 5-coordinated uranyl cations
[UO2]2+, respectively.123 We note here, that uranyl MOFs are
special in crystal chemistry because U(VI) ion can adopt high
coordination numbers and unusual coordination geometries
(e.g., pentagonal bipyramid and hexagonal bipyramid). Such
versatility gives rise to a range of oxo- and hydroxo-clusters that
can act as SBUs in MOFs, many of which are rod MOFs.124−126
Reaction of uranyl nitrate with H2BDC produces a MOF
with formula UO2(BDC) that contains rhombic-shaped pores
(Figure 17, middle). Each uranium cation is coordinated by four
carboxylate O, two oxides, and a solvent molecule. The underlying net, was assigned to rac and appears to be similar to the
previously discussed sra. However, there is a subtle diﬀerence in
connectivity of the zigzag ladders, being parallel up and down
in sra, and antiparallel up and down in rac. The latter net has
transitivity 1 4 and symmetry Pnna.
If the same uranyl rod SBU is reacted with TDC (H2TDC =
thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid) instead, UO2(TDC) is obtained,
that shows narrow channels of around 6 × 6 Å (Figure 17,
bottom).123 The coordination geometry at the metal ions is
identical to UO2(BDC); however, the nonlinear nature of the
TDC linker facilitates a rae net resulting in a twisted zigzag
ladder. The connectivity between the SBUs is also antiparallel
up and down, similar but not the same as in rac. The rae net has
transitivity 2 5 and symmetry Pbcn.
Another sra net is found in a [M2(−COO)2(-PY)2]∞ SBU that
contains mixed functionalities (i.e., carboxylates and pyridines).
If this SBU is combined with INA linkers (HINA = isonicotinic
acid), a framework with composition Li(INA) was produced
(Figure 18).113,127 Each Li+ shows the usual tetrahedral coordination, in particular by three oxygen from carboxylate groups
and one nitrogen from pyridine. These carboxylates and
pyridines also both serve as points of extension to build the
zigzag ladder and link to the four nearest neighboring SBUs.

Figure 21. Zigzag ladder rod SBUs combined with ﬂexible, tritopic
linkers, leading to a framework with (3,4)-c dum topology.136 The zigzag
ladder becomes straight in the ideal embedding of the net. Color code:
black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

a rad net. In contrast to sra, half of the SBUs are tilted with
respect to each other and do not support an overall hexagonal
symmetry. The net has transitivity 3 6, and its symmetry is Cmcm.
In contrast, if an angular linker, such as BPODC (H2BPODC =
4,4′-benzophenonedicarboxylic acid) is combined with the
same zigzag ladder SBU, a framework termed CAU-8, Al(OH)
(BPODC), was obtained (Figure 16, bottom).116 This compound was referred to as the ﬁrst keto-functionalized microporous Al-based MOF. The special feature in this context is that
CAU-8 contains AlO6 rod SBUs that propagate in two directions
(90° to each other) along [100] and [010] in an ABCDA stacking [compare Figure 7 (b)]. This motif is caused by the angle
subtended at the keto moiety of the BPODC linker and is also
responsible for creating a rigid, rather than a ﬂexible structure as
observed in sra nets. The authors classiﬁed the topology using
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Figure 22. Single crystal structures of ROD-6 and ROD-8. ROD-6 crystallizes in the lrk topology, whereas ROD-8 shows positional disorder and is best
described as an average between lrl (shown here) and lrk topology.137 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

and two O from four HPXT, the other to three μ2-OH groups,
and two N and one O from three HPXT. The assigned points
of extension lie either on the −OCCN− or on the −NCN−
fragment of HPXT, in an alternating fashion. The rod SBU is
therefore composed of a zigzag ladder, and the correct topology
umr was assigned in the original contribution. The umr net is
diﬀerent from sra, since it contains alternating layers of zigzag
ladders, which are rotated by 90° with respect to each other
(ABCDA packing). The 4-c net has transitivity 1 3 and symmetry
I41/acd, and each rod is linked to its four nearest neighbors.

We would like to emphasize here that, even if the zigzag ladder
appears strongly twisted in the crystal structure, in the symmetry
embedding of sra net, the ladder becomes regular.
As previously detailed, the arrangement of zigzag ladders with
respect to each other can facilitate diﬀerent nets than sra. In
Figure 19, we highlight the structure and topology of a framework composed of quite complicated [M3(OH)4(−OCCN)2(-NCN)2]∞ SBUs, that when combined with H2PXT linkers
(H2PXT = 6-hydroxypurine) produce Co3(OH)4(HPXT)2.128
The two types of channels have diﬀerent diameters, and
interestingly only the large channel is occupied by solvent
molecules. Both independent Co2+ have an overall octahedral
coordination, one cobalt is bound to two μ2-OH groups, two N

3.2. MOFs with Zigzag Ladder SBUs and Polytopic Linkers

In this section, we focus on the combination of zigzag ladder
SBUs with polytopic linkers, in particular, tri- and tetratopic
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Figure 23. Single crystal structure of MIL-119 and its underlying frx
net.138 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

Figure 24. Single crystal X-ray structure of FIR-5 and the underlying
(3,4)-c hyp net.139 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue
polyhedra, metal.

carboxylates. Unsymmetrical tetratopic linkers are split into connected triangles according to the previously reported deconstruction
approach.4,5 Figure 20 shows the structure of two related MOFs,
termed MIL-60 and ROD-7 (ROD = rod metal−organic framework), which are both composed of [M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
SBUs. Combination of this SBU with tetratopic BTEC linkers
produces V2(OH)2(BTEC), a material ﬁrst synthesized in
2003.129 Each rod is isolated from the others and exclusively
linked to squares. The topology was initially interpreted by the
authors as a linked, interpenetrated MIL-4723 (sra), which can be
obtained, if half of the rod SBUs are removed. In contrast to MIL-47,
MIL-60 is densely packed and shows no accessibility for small
molecules. The topology generally consists of simply linked
zigzag ladders connected through squares, yielding a fry net. This
net has transitivity 2 5 and symmetry Cmmm. Other compounds
that were identiﬁed as fry nets include MIL-62,130 MIL-66,131
MIL-122 (Al, Ga, In),132 MIL-118B/118C,101 and an aluminumbased porphyrin MOF Al2(OH)2(H2TCCP)133 (H6TCCP =
meso-tetra(4-carboxyl-phenyl) porphyrin).

In contrast to symmetrical square-shaped linkers in fry nets,
the use of asymmetric tetratopic linkers lead to its related frz nets
(Figure 20, bottom). We describe the structure and topology
of In2(OH)2(TBAPy) (H4TBAPy = 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-benzoic
acid)pyrene), ﬁrst synthesized in 2010,134 and later termed
ROD-7.135 In this structure, that contains rhombic-shaped pores,
accessible to solvents as well as gases, the tetratopic TBAPy linker
can be deconstructed into two linked triangles, yielding to frz nets
with symmetry Cmmm and transitivity 3 6. The edges between the
zigzag ladder and the triangles all run parallel to each other.
If the same [M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞ SBUs are combined with
a ﬂexible, tritopic linker BTTB (H3BTTB = 4,4′,4″-(benzene1,3,5-triyltris(oxy))tribenzoic acid), a framework of composition
In3(OH)3(BTTB)2 is produced, termed 437-MOF (Figure 21).136
The ﬂexibility of the linker that adopts a unique conformation and
trigonal symmetry facilitates the formation of large mesopores
along [001]. The topology of 437-MOF was determined by
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Figure 25. snp Net composed of opposite edge-sharing tetrahedra. Examples of rod SBUs composed of carboxylates and azolates
are highlighted.140,142 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points of extension.

disorder of the TBAPy linker that can be regarded as an average
between the lrk and an lrl topology. The latter can be described
as similar to lrk, the only diﬀerence being the rotation of the
triangular SBUs by 90° (Figure 22, bottom). Since ROD-8 is a
disordered structure, the average of both lrk and lrl nets yields
to the parent net lrj, a binodal net (transitivity 2 6) containing a
square SBU instead of linked triangles. It also has a symmetry
Cccm.
Figure 23 shows the structure and topology of a MOF,
MIL-119, In2(OH)2(BPTTC) (H4BPTTC = 3,3′,4,4′-benzophenonetetracarboxylate) which is built from [M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
rod SBUs together with an asymmetrical tetracarboxylate
linker.138 The rod is composed of trans corner-sharing octahedra,
in which the metal center is coordinated by two μ2-OH groups
and four carboxylate O. MIL-119 is a densely packed structure
and therefore nonporous. The net, symbol frx, consists of zigzag
ladders, each four of them connected through two triangles.
The net has transitivity 3 6 and symmetry Cmmm. The frx net is

taking carboxylate C as points of extension and assigned the
symbol dum in RCSR. This (3,4)-c net has transitivity 2 4 and
symmetry P6/mmm. We note that the zigzag ladder becomes
straight (a real ladder) in the ideal embedding of the net.
The linkage of tetratopic TBAPy with a slightly diﬀerent zigzag
ladder SBU [M2(−COO)4]∞ leads to the formation of two related
frameworks, termed ROD-6, Mn2(TBAPy) and ROD-8, Cd2(TBAPy),
with lrk and lrl topology, respectively (Figure 22).135,137 In detail,
both structures contain two crystallographically independent
metal ions, one of them coordinated in a pentagonal bipyramidal geometry by seven carboxylate O, the other in a
distorted octahedral geometry by four carboxylate O and
two water ligands. The topology of ROD-6 was assigned lrk
and appears similar to aforementioned frz; however, in the
latter, the edges run antiparallel, with the triangular nodes
being tilted with respect to the normal of the zigzag ladder.
This net has transitivity 3 7 and symmetry Cccm. The structurally similar framework ROD-8 in turn displays a positional
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Figure 26. Combination of gallic acid with [M(−O)(−OH)2(−COO)]∞ SBUs leads to a family of chiral frameworks M(H2TOB)
with rkf topology.152 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra,
metal; pink, points of extension.

derived from aforementioned fry, by replacing the central square
SBU with two linked triangles, taking into account the asymmetric nature of the linker.
A slightly diﬀerent zigzag ladder [M3(−COO)6]∞ is shown in
Figure 24, and when combined with triangular NTBPC
[H3NTBPC = 4′,4‴,4⁗′-nitrilotris(([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-carboxylic
acid))], produces a MOF, termed FIR-5 (FIR = Fujian Institute of
Research on the Structure of Matter) with formula Mg3(NTBPC)2.139
Each magnesium is coordinated in a distorted octahedral
environment by ﬁve carboxylate O and one solvent molecule.
The topology of the structure was initially described by the authors
using TOPOS, as a (3,8)-c tfz net that could be derived from the
well-known 2D kagomé dual net (kgd). This classiﬁcation was
made based on the assumption of a binuclear SBU formed by
adjacent Mg centers. However, we believe that the rod SBU should
be deconstructed diﬀerently, as seen in Figure 24, and assigned a
4-nodal hyp net with transitivity 4 8 and symmetry I2/m.

Figure 27. Chiral Zn(H4TOHDC) frameworks, showing hydrophilic
and hydrophobic channels. The underlying net is whw.153 Color code:
black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

which we discuss next, there must be at least two kinds of edge
and each vertex is connected to ﬁve others on the net, formed
with ditopic linkers will be 6-c and have minimal transitivity
1 3. We indeed ﬁnd such a net.
Tetrahedra can also form rods by sharing faces. The structure
is then related to the BC helix described in section 1.5. We discuss
MOFs with such SBUs in section 13.1.

4. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE-SHARED TETRAHEDRA
In contrast to ladders in which rungs fall on (almost) parallel lines,
patterns in which rungs are on lines at 90° to their neighbors are
really rods of tetrahedra sharing opposite edges. In such a rod,

4.1. MOFs with SBUs of Edge-Shared Tetrahedra and Ditopic
Linkers

Linked tetrahedra can be composed of many diﬀerent multidentate
linkers. First, we tend to introduce carboxylates or pyrazolates, that
12483
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Figure 28. Crystal structure of MOF-77 and the underlying ssm net.
The opposite edge-sharing tetrahedra rod SBUs are running in two
directions.6 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

form [M(−COO)2]∞ and [M(-PZ)2]∞ SBUs, respectively. The
former contains manganese in an octahedral coordination environment with ﬁve carboxylate oxygen and one solvent molecule.
The latter contains tetrahedrally coordinated zinc, surrounded by
four pyrazolate nitrogen. Combination of [M(−COO)2]∞ SBUs
with linear NDC (H2NDC = naphthalene-2,6-dicarboxylic acid)
produces Mn(NDC),140 and combination of [M(-PZ)2]∞ with the
angular (120°) BDP linker (H2BDP = 1,4-benzenedipyrozolate)
yields Co(BDP) (Figure 25).141,142 Although both structures are
quite diﬀerent and their SBUs are either straight or helical,
the underlying topology is the same: a snp net. This 6-c net
was originally introduced in 20124 and has transitivity 1 3 (the
minimum possible), with a symmetry P42/mmc. Such snp nets
have since been frequently observed when utilizing diazolates with
diﬀerent length and functional groups,111,143−149 sterically hindered
dicarboxylates,150 or linkers containing diﬀerent functionalities.151
A framework, Co(H2TOB) (H4TOB = 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid, gallic acid), of opposite edge-sharing tetrahedra SBUs,
[M(-O)(−OH)2(−COO)]∞, that are found for diﬀerent functional groups, a carboxylate and a pyrogallate group, are shown in
Figure 26.152 The isostructural compounds can also be obtained
by using Fe, Ni, or Mn, and the metal centers are octahedrally
coordinated by four phenolic O and two carboxylate O.

Figure 29. Rod SBUs formed by edge-sharing [M(-PZ)2]∞ tetrahedra.
The ccg net contains rod SBUs forming a tetragonal ABA packing.39
Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink,
points of extension.

The assigned points of extension are represented by the carboxylate C as well as the center of the pyrogallate moiety (shown
as pink sphere), resulting in an overall chiral, 6-c rkf net with
transitivity 1 4. The symmetry is P6222.
Another chiral MOF, Zn(H4TOHDC), (H6TOHDC =
(2R,3S,4S,5S)-2,3,4,5-tetrahydroxyhexanedioic acid, D-saccharic
acid) built by edge-sharing tetrahedra [M2(−OH)2(−COO)2]∞
SBUs is produced by reacting zinc salts together with D-saccharic
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Figure 30. Combination of helical [M(−COO)(−COOH)]∞ SBUs with
tetratopic BTEC produces Li2(H2BTEC). It is best described as a binodal
(3,6)-c zbn net.154 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

acid in water (Figure 27).153 The chiral framework contains
square channels, half of them hydrophobic, the other half
hydrophilic, in an alternating arrangement. The two distinct Zn2+
form edge-sharing octahedra, that are in turn slightly distorted,
coordinated by four μ2-oxygen (from carboxylate groups) and
two oxygen from OH groups. The other two OH groups of the
linker remain free and decorate the interior of the hydrophilic
pore. The underlying topology is whw. This 6-c net has transitivity 1 4. The symmetry is I41/amd, so the net is not inherently
chiral.

Figure 31. Idealized crystal structure of Zn9(H2O)3(BTP)8, the only
cubic 3-way pattern in rod MOFs. The underlying topology is a binodal
(3,6)-c ltw net.39 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra,
metal; pink, points of extension.

topology of MOF-77, Zn2(ATC) (H4ATC = adamantane-1,3,5,7tetracarboxylic acid).6 The rod SBU of this MOF [M(−COO)2]∞
is composed of opposite edge-sharing tetrahedra, where each zinc
is coordinated by four carboxylate O. The tetrahedral nature of
the ATC linker facilitates rods that propagate in the [100] and
[010] directions. The tetragonal layer packing (ABCDA) of
such rods was previously described as related to the ths-z net
(Figure 7b). We now prefer the description as a ssm net, related
to the nonaugmented (linker as one 4-c node) mss that has

4.2. MOFs with SBUs of Edge-Shared Tetrahedra and
Polytopic Linkers

In this section, we describe diﬀerently linked tetrahedra SBUs
with polytopic organic linkers. Figure 28 shows the structure and
12485
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Figure 32. Linking of face-sharing octahedral SBUs, [M(−COO)3]∞, with rigid and ﬂexible dicarboxylates leads to a large structural diversity
exempliﬁed by oab,155 swk,160 bvh,164 and fga nets,165 respectively. Color code: black, C; red, O; green, F; blue polyhedra, metal.

previously been discussed.4 The (4,6)-c ssm net has transitivity
2 7 and symmetry I41/a.
Opposite edge-sharing tetrahedra rod SBUs might also be
composed of pyrazolates, as in [M(-PZ)2]∞, that when combined
with triangular BTP (H3BTP = 1,3,5-tris(1H-pyrazol-4-yl)benzene) produces Zn3(BTP)2 (Figure 29).39 In the rod, each
zinc is coordinated by four N of the pyrazolate moiety, and the
dihedral angle (around 64°) of the triangular linker causes the

rods to run perpendicular to each other, along [110] and equivalent. The tetragonal layer packing of rods in this ccg net is
ABA (Figure 7d). The net has transitivity 4 10 and symmetry
P42/ncm.
If the same linked edge-sharing tetrahedra moiety propagates
along a 41 axis, a helical [M(−COO)(−COOH)]∞ SBU was
obtained (Figure 30). Linking of such SBUs with BTEC
produces Li2(H2BTEC) that contains square-shaped channels
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Figure 33. Linking of face-sharing octahedral SBUs, [M(-PZ)3]∞ and [M(-TZ)3]∞, with rigid, ditopic azolates. The resulting 7-c nets have the symbols
sct and yzh, respectively.159,166 Color code: black, C; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points of extension.

of 4.5 × 4.5 Å.154 Each lithium is coordinated by four carboxylate
O in a tetrahedral environment, as commonly observed in
lithium chemistry. The authors identiﬁed the topology of
the structure as a “complicated” (4,8)-c binodal net, without
taking the rod SBU into account. Following our approach,
we describe the net as zbn with transitivity 2 7 and symmetry
I41/amd.

4.3. MOF with Rod SBUs Arranged in Three Directions

A special example of a rod MOF is one with SBUs in a cubic
3-way rod-packing pattern.39 We believe only one such compound
has been reported so far. The framework in question has the formula
Zn9(H2O)3(BTP)8 and is obtained from Zn3(BTP)2 under
aqueous, basic conditions (Figure 31). In the [M3(H2O)(-PZ)8]∞
SBU, one Zn2+ is tetrahedrally coordinated by four nitrogen
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was obtained using coordinates identical to those in the
original report (except for origin shift) in P4̅3n. See also the
Supporting Information. The rod pattern, symbol Π•, is one
of the invariant cubic rod patterns sometimes named for
the β-W (A15) structure.34

5. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE- OR FACE-SHARED
OCTAHEDRA
Rod SBUs composed of octahedra rely primarily on edge- or
face-sharing. This in turn means that every vertex is at least 7-c or
6-c, respectively. We note that in some cases the distinction
between distorted octahedral and distorted trigonal prismatic
rods is rather diﬃcult.
5.1. MOFs with SBUs of Edge- or Face-Shared Octahedra and
Ditopic Linkers

Linked octahedra can have diﬀerent ditopic linkers, and we
ﬁrst discuss those based on dicarboxylates. A large group of rod
MOFs are composed of face-sharing [M(−COO)3]∞ octahedra,
where each lanthanide ion is in principle coordinated by eight
oxygen from six carboxylate groups. Combination of this rod
SBU with ﬂexible succinic acid (H2SUC) produces MIL-17,
Pr2(SUC)3.155 The underlying topology is a 7-c oab net with
transitivity 2 6 and symmetry Cmmm (Figure 32, top). Since the
discovery of MIL-17, a number of compounds based on oab nets
have been reported, composed of diﬀerent lanthanide carboxylates156,157 and transition metal azolates.158,159
As previously detailed, diﬀerent linker geometries can lead
to diﬀerences in connectivity of rod SBUs. This is exempliﬁed
by linking [M(−COO)3]∞ SBU through ADC (H2ADC =
1,3-adamantanedicarboxylic acid) to produces MIL-83,
Eu2(ADC)3.160 This framework was ﬁrst reported in 2004 and
has the 7-c swk net with transitivity 1 4 and symmetry P63/mcm
(Figure 32, middle). MOFs with swk nets have also been obtained
by linking face-sharing octahedral rod SBUs with rigid,161 and
ﬂexible carboxylates,162,163 as well as phosphonates.91
The use of angular, ﬂuorinated linkers such as HFIPBB
[H2HFIPBB = 4,4′-(hexaﬂuoroisopropylidene)-bis(benzoic acid)]
leads to further structural diversity as exempliﬁed by ITQMOF-1,
Ln2(HFIPBB)3 (Ln = all lanthanides, except Pm)164 and the
polymorphic RPF-4 (RPF = rare-earth polymeric framework),
La2(HFIPBB)3.165 Both frameworks show the same rod SBUs
but contain linkers with diﬀerent angles, subtended at the
−C(CF3)2− moiety. These structural diﬀerences lead to diﬀerent
connectivity and therefore ITQMOF-2 has a bvh net and RPF-4
has a fga net, respectively (Figure 32, bottom). The 7-c bvh net
has transitivity 2 7 and symmetry Ccca. In contrast, the fga
net has transitivity 3 11. The symmetry is also orthorhombic,
however Pnna.
Linear linking of related [M(-PZ)3]∞ and [M(-TZ)3]∞ facesharing octahedra SBUs lead to diﬀerent structures. In such
SBUs, each metal is coordinated by six N of six pyrazolate
or tetazolate moieties, respectively. Combination of this rod
SBU with BDP (H2BDP = 1,4-benzenedipyrazole) produces a
framework with formula Fe2(BDP)3.166 The authors described
the beneﬁcial eﬀect of triangular channels on selective hexane
isomer separation. The underlying topology of this framework is
a 7-c sct with transitivity 2 8 and symmetry Fddd (Figure 33,
right). This net has previously been obtained using carboxylates,167 and structural changes have recently been studied
under extremely high pressures.168 If linking of the rod SBU
is facilitated by BDT, instead of BDP, a diﬀerent framework Fe2(H0.67BDT)3 is obtained (Figure 33, left).159 The

Figure 34. Crystal structure of Zr2H4(PBMP)3 and its underlying
uninodal 7-c net wnf.169 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; orange,
P; blue polyhedra, metal.

of two BTP linkers, the other by two nitrogen from two
BTP linkers and two μ2-H2O molecules. If points of extension
(pink spheres) are placed between two nitrogen atoms of BTP,
we obtain an overall rod SBU composed of tetrahedra sharing
opposite edges. Such rods propagate in all three dimensions
and are linked by triangles, yielding to an overall binodal
(3,6)-c ltw topology. This net has transitivity 2 6 and cubic
symmetry P4̅3n. We note that the authors reported a disordered structure with symmetry Pn3̅n, but we found that
an ordered structure with acceptable interatomic distances
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Figure 35. Linking of face-sharing octahedral SBUs, [M(−COO)3]∞, with angular dicarboxylates leading to diﬀerent nets.171,172 Color code: black, C;
red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

structure shows what has been described as a “squashed
rhombohedral pattern” with a new topology and the symbol
yzh. This binodal net has transitivity 2 8. The symmetry is also
Fddd. We point out that sct and yzh are quite similar; however, the
subtle diﬀerence lies in the connectivity between the rods which
are parallel for sct and antiparallel (crisscross) for yzh, when
viewed along [010].
Face-sharing octahedra SBUs can also be formed by
coordination of ﬂexible phosphonate linkers, very similar to
those utilized in the synthesis of Ni-STA-12.91 The rod SBU with
formula [M(-PO2OH)2(-POO2)]∞ produces Zr2H4(PBMP)3,
when combined with PBMP [H4PBMP = piperazine-N,
N′-bis(methylenephosphonic acid)] linkers (Figure 34).169
In this framework, each Zr4+ has octahedral coordination,
bound by six oxygen of the phosphonate groups, and in contrast
to Ni-STA-12, the nitrogen moieties of the linker remain
unbound. The underlying topology is a 7-c wnf net with transitivity 1 4 and symmetry R3̅m. Frameworks of the same wnf
topology can also be obtained through the diverse chemistry
of azolates.159,170
Some materials based on rods of face-sharing octahedra
[M(−COO)3]∞, as previously described, have more complicated
rod nets. Figure 35 (top) shows the linking of this rod SBU with
angular mBDC (H2mBDC = benzene-1,3-dicarboxylic acid) to
produce Eu2(mBDC)3.171 The underlying topology, identiﬁed as
rn-1, has transitivity 3 10 and symmetry Pnna. When the
same rod SBU is linked through the similar NH2−mBDC (NH2−
H2mBDC = 5-amino-benzene-1,3-dicarboxylic acid), a framework of similar composition Pr2(NH2−H2mBDC)3 is obtained
(Figure 35, bottom).172 The net rn-2 also has transitivity 3 10.
However, the symmetry is monoclinic A2/n. The diﬀerence
between both nets are the angles subtended at the rod SBU,
leading to quasi-hexagonal pores in rn-1 and rectangular-shaped
pores in rn-2, respectively.

Bifunctional linkers, containing carboxylate and pyridyl
moieties lead to diﬀerent edge-sharing octahedral SBUs of
formula [M(−COO)2(−PY)2]∞. Each metal center is coordinated in an octahedral environment by four oxygen of bridging
carboxylates and two pyridines. The use of a rigid, linear linker
PBA (HPBA = 4-(pyridin-4-yl)benzoic acid) produces a
framework, termed MCF-44 (MCF = metal-carboxylate framework), Fe(PBA)2, that consists of an SBU of only opposite edgesharing octahedra (Figure 36).173 In the original contribution,
the authors described the net as (3,6)-c rtl, assuming a 6-c metal
center and a triangular linker. They also utilized the approach
detailed herein and obtained a new (5,8)-c binodal net, hlz, with
transitivity 2 4 and symmetry P42/mnm. Frameworks of the same
hlz topology have previously been reported based on diﬀerent
linker length but have always been described as binodal rtl
nets (rtl is the net of the rutile form of TiO2).174−176 Such
deconstruction is misleading since it suggests the existence of
discrete, rather than rod SBUs.
The use of an angular linker can instead result in a diﬀerently
shaped rod SBU of the same formula, [M(−COO)2(−PY)2]∞.
Figure 37 details the framework Mn(mPBA)2 (HmPBA =
3-(pyridin-4-yl)benzoic acid), termed MCF-34, and the SBU
that contains alternating opposite and adjacent edge-sharing
octahedra.173 It was demonstrated that this framework undergoes deformation on the incorporation and release of guest
molecules.177 The (5,8)-c zhl net is therefore diﬀerent with
transitivity 2 8. The symmetry of zhl (I2/a) is lower than that of
hlz (P42/mnm).
5.2. MOFs with SBUs of Edge- or Face-Shared Octahedra and
Polytopic Linkers

The combination of face-sharing octahedra SBUs, [M(−COO)3]∞,
with a triangular BTTN linkers [H3BTTN = 5,5′,5″-(benzene1,3,5-triyl)tris(1-naphthoic acid)] produces a hexagonal framework
termed UTSA-30, with the formula Yb(BTTN).29 In this structure
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Figure 37. Combination of opposite and adjacent edge-sharing
octrahedral SBUs [M(−COO)2(−PY)2]∞ and the underlying zhl
net.173 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal;
pink, points of extension.

Figure 36. Combination of opposite edge-sharing octrahedral SBUs
[M(−COO)2(−PY)2]∞ and the underlying hlz net.173 Color code:
black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points of
extension.

transitivity 4 9 and symmetry Ima2. Joining of the same facesharing octahedra with an unsymmetrical linker [i.e., CMPDB
(H3CMPDB = 4,4′-((2-((4-carboxyphenoxy)methyl)-2-methylpropane-1,3-diyl)bis(oxy))dibenzoic acid)], a framework of
formula Er(CMPDB) was produced (Figure 39, middle).179
The triangular pyramid-shaped linker therefore leads to a diﬀerent
topology hyd. This net has transitivity 4 9 and symmetry Cmc21.
The subtle diﬀerence to hyc lies in the connection of triangles
to the rod SBUs and the chiral axis. Isostructural compounds
using other lanthanide salts have also been reported and were
investigated toward luminescence properties.180 If hexatopic
linkers, such as H6L (Figure 39, bottom) are used to join
[M(−COO)3]∞ SBUs, frameworks with composition Ln2(L)
(Ln = La, Eu, Tb) were obtained.181 The underlying topology
(rn-3, see Supporting Information) is complicated with
transitivity 7 19. The symmetry is I21.
The combination of adjacent edge-sharing octahedra SBUs,
[M(−COO)3]∞, together with DDPP linkers (H4DDPP =
2,5-di(2′,4′-dicarboxylphenyl)pyridine acid) produces a MOF
with formula Eu(DDPP).182 In this framework (Figure 40),

(Figure 38), each Yb3+ has octahedral coordination environment,
bound by six carboxylate O that are bridging to adjacent metal
centers along the rod. For lanthanide ions, this relatively
low coordination number is rather uncommon. The hexagonal
symmetry is caused by the orientation of the octahedra with their
3-fold axis along [001]. The underlying topology is a (3,7)-c hyb
net with transitivity 2 4 and symmetry P63/mmc.
When face-sharing octahedra, [M(−COO)3]∞, are joined
together with other tri- or hexatopic linkers, the resulting
structures are diﬀerent. The SBU is composed of lanthanide
centers that are nine-coordinated by six distinct carboxylates to
provide an overall octahedral shape. A compound of formula
Ce(NTBPC) [H3NTBPC = 4′,4‴,4⁗′-nitrilotris(([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-carboxylic acid))], termed FIR-8, is produced by reaction
with the symmetrical, tritopic H3NTBPC linker (Figure 39,
top).178 In the original contribution, the structure was correctly
identiﬁed as a rod MOF; however, a topological analysis was not
provided. We identify the underlying topology as net hyc with
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6. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE- AND/OR
FACE-SHARED TRIGONAL PRISMS
Deconstruction of rod SBUs into rods of trigonal prisms usually
yields edge- and face-sharing polyhedra. In contrast to the
octahedron, the trigonal prism contains diﬀerent faces, two
triangles and three rectangles, which facilitates diﬀerent connectivity between them. This in turn means that every vertex
is either 5-c, in the case of face-sharing, or 6-c in the case of
edge-sharing.
6.1. MOFs with SBUs of Edge- and/or Face-Shared Trigonal
Prisms and Ditopic Linkers

First, we introduce rod SBUs composed of triangular face-sharing
trigonal prisms. When such [M(−COO)3]∞ SBUs are joined
together with linear linkers, the structures are diﬀerent
depending on linker geometry as well as ﬂexibility. The SBU is
composed of lanthanide centers that are seven coordinated by six
diﬀerent carboxylates that form the overall trigonal prismatic
geometry. The remaining oxygen is provided by a solvent
molecule (DMF). A compound of formula Er2(mPYDC)3
(H2mPYDC = pyridine-3,5-dicarboxylic acid) is produced
through reaction with angular mPYDC, where the pyridylmoiety remains uncoordinated (Figure 41, top).161 The authors
have not determined the topology; however, a simpliﬁcation was
carried out by considering only metal centers, leading to a
5-c bnn net. However, we identify the underlying topology, based
on linked trigonal prisms, as a uninodal 5-c net and assigned the
symbol ttw. This net has transitivity 1 3, the minimum possible.
The symmetry is P6/mmm. Other frameworks that have ttw
topology were synthesized from linear dicarboxylates,183,184 or
diﬀerent metal centers and used for sensing applications.185
Joining of the same trigonal prism rod SBUs with the ﬂexible
linker ADIP (H2ADIP = adipic acid) produced a framework
of formula Pr2(ADIP)3, termed GWMOF-6 (GWMOF =
George Washington University MOF, (Figure 41, bottom).186
The underlying trinodal net (rn-5, see Supporting Information)
has transitivity 3 8. The symmetry is Pbcn. Isostructural
compounds were reported with diﬀerent lanthanide centers
and investigated toward luminescence properties.187
Another class of frameworks is based on edge- and face-sharing
trigonal prisms of the general formula [M2(−COO)6]∞, that
are joined together with ditopic carboxylate linkers. In detail, the
rod SBU is composed of lanthanide centers, each of them
eight-coordinated by ﬁve carboxylate O and a terminal water
ligand. In addition, two Ln3+ are bridged by two μ2-oxygen from
carboxylates. The so-obtained trigonal prisms are face- and edgesharing in an alternating fashion. A compound of formula
Nd2(CHDC)3 (H2 CHDC = cyclohexane-1,4-dicarboxylic
acid) was produced through reaction with ditopic CHDC
(Figure 42, top).188 The authors have identiﬁed the inﬁnite
rod SBUs; however, a precise topology classiﬁcation was not
attempted. We therefore describe the underlying topology as a
(5,6)-c net zbf. This net has transitivity 2 6 and symmetry is
Pmmm. Joining of the same trigonal prism SBU with the rigid
ditopic linker BDC, under urothermal conditions, produced a
framework of formula Cd3(BDC)3 (Figure 42, middle).189 The
rigid, linear linker therefore leads to a diﬀerent, but related
topology, zbc. The net has transitivity 3 7 and symmetry C2/m.
If a longer ditopic linker [i.e., BPDC (H2BPDC = [1,1′-biphenyl]4,4′-dicarboxylic acid)] is used instead to join [M2(−COO)6]∞
SBUs, frameworks with composition Ln2(BPDC)3 (Ln = Tb,
Ho, Er, Y) were obtained (Figure 42, bottom).190 The underlying
net topology (rn-6, see Supporting Information) has transitivity

Figure 38. Linking of face-sharing octahedra with a triangular
tricarboxylate produces UTSA-30, a framework with hyb topology.29
Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

the octahedral SBUs are arranged in a zigzag fashion; however,
diﬀerent to the rods in the aforementioned zhl net. In the original
contribution, the authors performed the correct deconstruction
of the net into edge-sharing octahedra rod SBUs and two linked
triangles. However, determination of the topology using TOPOS
was done incorrectly and resulted in a uninodal 6-c msw net.
In contrast, we ﬁnd the net (rn-4) to be rather complicated
(transitivity 5 13) and symmetry I2/a.
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Figure 39. Linking of face-sharing octahedra with a tritopic linkers of diﬀerent shape and a hexatopic linker leads to frameworks with hyc,178 hyd,179 and
rn-3 topologies,181 respectively. Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

3 9 and symmetry C2/c. Frameworks with this underlying net
(rn-6) have been synthesized with a variety of linear and angular
dicarboxylates.189,191,192 The diﬀerences between these three
nets are the orientation of the rod SBUs with respect to each other
as well as their connectivity.
Edge- and face-sharing trigonal prisms of a diﬀerent
composition, [M2Cl(−COO)6]∞, produce isostructural Ln2Cl(1,4-NDC)3 (H2-1,4-NDC = naphthalene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid,
Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Y) when
combined with ditopic 1,4-NDC linkers, in ionic liquids
(Figure 43).193 The rod SBU is particularly composed of rare
earth centers, each of them seven-coordinated in a monocapped
trigonal prismatic geometry by six carboxylate O and one μ2-Cl
anion. If carboxylate C are considered as points of extension,
trigonal prisms in an alternating face- and edge-sharing manner
are obtained. In an attempt to analyze the topology of the net, the
authors took the metal centers as 7-c nodes and the linkers as
4-c nodes. We prefer the description as a rod MOF and therefore
identiﬁed the underlying topology as a (5,6)-c net zbh with transitivity 2 7 and symmetry Imma.

The linking of quadrangular face-sharing trigonal prism
SBUs, [NaM(−COO)4]∞, with an angular, ditopic BPODC
linker produces a framework with the formula NaTb(BPODC)2.194
In this structure (Figure 44) that contains rhombic-shaped channels,
each Tb3+ is eight-coordinated, exclusively by carboxylate O, and
the charge is balanced through coordinated sodium ions.
We identiﬁed the underlying topology as a (5,7)-c zbd with
transitivity 2 6 and symmetry Cmcm.
6.2. MOFs with SBUs of Edge- and/or Face-Shared Trigonal
Prisms and Polytopic Linkers

The linking of triangular face-sharing trigonal prism SBUs with
general formula [M(−COO)3]∞, together with triangular BTB
linkers (H3BTB = 1,3,5-benzenetrisbenzoic acid) produces a
framework, Tb(BTB), termed MIL-103 (Figure 45).195 The
SBU is composed of nine coordinated Tb3+, with eight oxygen
from carboxylate groups and one from a water molecule. The
authors originally determined the topology as the (3,5)-c hms
net. We identiﬁed the underlying topology as a binodal (3,5)-c
tpr net with transitivity 2 4 (the minimum possible) and
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was not discussed, but we identiﬁed it as net zbi with transitivity
4 8 and symmetry Immm.

7. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE-SHARED SQUARE
PYRAMIDS
The rod SBUs composed of square pyramids discussed here are
exclusively edge-sharing polyhedra, which have one square and
four triangular faces. Such squares are often associated with open
metal sites, and we therefore recommend to not dissect them into
triangles, even if they could be because of relatively short
distances between points of extension.
7.1. MOFs with SBUs of Edge-Shared Square Pyramids and
Ditopic Linkers

We ﬁrst discuss linked square pyramids based on ditopic linkers.
A framework, termed GWMOF-3, Pr2(ADIP)3 was synthesized
by linking [M2(−COO)6]∞ SBUs together with ﬂexible ADIP
(Figure 47).186 In this structure, each lanthanide center is
coordinated by ten oxygen, eight of them belonging to ﬁve
carboxylate groups and the remaining two are water molecules.
The authors have identiﬁed the inﬁnite rod SBUs; however, a
precise topology classiﬁcation was not given. We therefore determine the underlying topology as a (5,6)-c net zbl with transitivity
2 5 and symmetry Fmmm.
Joining of a similar linked square pyramid SBU of formula
[M(−COO)3(HCOOH)]∞ with the rigid ditopic linker BPDC
produced a framework of formula Ln2(BPDC)3(HCOOH)2
(Ln = Eu, Sm, La, Ce, Gd, and Nd).203 In Figure 48, we detail
the SBU that is composed of the lanthanide center, coordinated by
seven oxygen from six carboxylate groups and a terminal formic
acid molecule. The points of extension that are represented by
BPDC carboxylate C are depicted as large spheres, whereas
formic acid is not a part of the framework. We identiﬁed this net
as zbo with transitivity 3 9 and symmetry C2.
When linking [M(−COO)3]∞ SBUs together with PDC
(H2PDC = 2,7-pyrenedicarboxylic acid), MOF-80 of formula
Tb2(PDC)3 was produced (Figure 49).6 The SBU is composed
of Tb3+ centers that are in turn eight-coordinated by ﬁve diﬀerent
carboxylates that produce the overall square pyramidal geometry.
Simpliﬁcation of the framework, in the original contribution,
revealed a pcu net. However, we prefer to deconstruct the
topology based on rod SBUs, leading to a rather complicated net,
termed rn-7 (see Supporting Information), with transitivity 3 10.
The symmetry is triclinic P1̅. Other frameworks that show the
same topology (isoreticular) were obtained from ﬂexible204,205 or
unsymmetrical dicarboxylates.120
It is noted that, despite diversity of linkers, all rod MOFs based
on edge-sharing square pyramids described here are composed of
lanthanide (or rare earth) metals. Lanthanide ions are known to
exhibit high coordination numbers and tend to form 1-periodic
rod SBUs in the absence of chemical control such as waterrepelling additives. Elegant examples of how to exert control
over formation of discrete rare earth SBUs through the use of
modulators have recently been reported, leading to fcu and gea
MOFs.206 Many lanthanide rod MOFs have also been studied for
various applications, summarized in recent review articles.207,208

Figure 40. Combination of adjacent edge-sharing octahedra SBUs with
a tetratopic linker produces a framework with a 5-nodal net.182 Color
code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

symmetry P6̅m2. After its ﬁrst synthesis in 2005, numerous
examples of tpr nets have emerged, being isostructural to MIL103 using other lanthanides or main group elements.196−199
However, when the benzene moiety is replaced by naphthalene
in an expanded linker, diﬀerent topologies are obtained.200,201
Another way to deconstruct such tpr nets will be given in
section 13.3.
When edge- and face-sharing trigonal prisms, [M2(−COO)6]∞,
are joined together with tritopic linkers, such as NTB (H3NTB =
4,4′,4″-nitrilotribenzoic acid), a framework of formula Tb(NTB)
is obtained (Figure 46).202 The SBU is the same as described for
zbf and zbc nets. In the original contribution, the topology

7.2. MOFs with SBUs of Edge-Shared Square Pyramids and
Polytopic Linkers

The linking of edge-sharing square pyramid SBUs of general
formula [M(−COO)3]∞ or [M2(−COO)6]∞, respectively,
with triangular linkers produced two frameworks with the same
topology. MIL-112, La(BCMTPA), (H3BCMTPA = 4-[3,5Bis(1-carbonylmethyl-1H-[1,2,3]triazol-4-yl)-phenyl]-[1,2,3]12493
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Figure 41. Linking of triangular face-sharing trigonal prisms with rigid and ﬂexible ditopic linkers to produce frameworks with ttw161 and
rn-5186 topology. Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

rod, rather than straight SBUs. We will summarize this observation later and exemplify it on our recently synthesized MOF-910
(tto) in section 9.
Flexible, tritopic phosphonate linkers [i.e., TTTP (H6TTTP =
2,4,6-trimethylbenzene-1,3,5-triyl)tris(methylene)triphosphonic
acid) can also facilitate the formation of rod SBUs [M3(-PO2OH)3]∞
(Figure 53].212 The resulting framework with formula
Al(H3TTTP) contains hexagonal channels running along [001].
Each Al3+ is octahedrally coordinated (AlO6) by six oxygen of
ﬁve phosphonate groups and contains an additional water ligand.
Considering the phosphorus as points of extension, similar to
carbon in the case of carboxylates, we obtained a net composed
of linked square pyramids connected through triangles. This
6-nodal net was assigned as zbq, which has 13 kinds of edges and
symmetry R3̅. Since the 1,3-phosphonate moieties bind to the
same rod, we also observe helix formation here.
A remarkably beautiful net is obtained by linking of
edge-sharing square pyramid SBUs with bifunctional, triangular mPYDC, containing two carboxylate and one pyridyl
moiety (Figure 54). 213,214 The SBU is composed of
[M(−COO)2(−PY)]∞, where each Mg2+ is octahedrally coordinated by four carboxylate O, one pyridine N, and an additional
water molecule. Rod SBUs composed of square pyramids are
obtained when carboxylate C and pyridine N are considered
as points of extension and form a 6-fold helix along [001].
The resulting framework with formula Mg(mPYDC) is chiral,
and the authors determined the topology based on the coordination of metal and linker, leading to a 5-c net. From our viewpoint, this description omits important properties of the net.
We therefore describe the underlying topology as a net with
symbol zbp, with transitivity 4 8 and symmetry P6122.

triazol-1-yl]acetic acid) is composed of [M(−COO)3]∞ and
BCMTPA linkers (Figure 50).209 The lanthanide centers LaO10
are coordinated by eight oxygen from ﬁve carboxylate groups and
two terminal water molecules. Four of these eight carboxylate
oxygen are bound in a μ2-fashion and facilitate edge-sharing
polyhedra. The authors described the topology as ABA staggered
stacking of four (square) and eight (rectangle) membered rings.
In addition, they emphasize the importance of some ﬂexibility in
the linker moiety to obtain this particular compound. We omit
the description of topology here, since the 6-nodal net is complicated (transitivity 6 14) and has low symmetry P21/c.
Another framework, La(CPIA), (H3CPIA = 5-(4-carboxyphenoxy)-isophthalic acid), contains a ﬂexible, asymmetric linker
joining [M2(−COO)6]∞ rod SBUs (Figure 51).210 The La3+ are
coordinated by nine oxygen, from two chelating and three
bridging carboxylates as well as two water molecules. The authors
determined the topology based on a La2 dimeric unit (8-c) and
the linker which is bound to two La-centers and the remaining
carboxylate bridges two La-centers (4-c). They described the
structure as (4,8)-c net, but we prefer the assignment to be rn-8,
a net with transitivity 4 8 and symmetry C2/c (for details, see
Supporting Information).
Linking of edge-sharing square pyramid SBUs in a diﬀerent
manner, rod SBUs with helical shapes can be obtained. First, we
discuss a framework with formula Yb(BPT) (H3BPT = biphenyl3,4′,5-tricarboxylic acid) built from [M(−COO)3]∞ and H3BPT
linkers (Figure 52).211 The Yb3+ centers are coordinated by
six oxygen from ﬁve carboxylate groups and one terminal water
molecule. The topology was determined as a 4-nodal rnc.4
However, we obtained the zcd net with transitivity 6 13 and
symmetry P43. By looking at several structures, it seems that
the introduction of 1,3-BDC moieties, where carboxylates bind
to the same SBU, could be a design element to obtain helical
12494
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Figure 42. Linking of face- and edge-sharing trigonal prisms with ditopic linkers, leading to frameworks with zbf,188 zbc,189 and rn-6 topology.190
Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

8. MOFS WITH SBUS OF FACE-SHARED TETRAGONAL
PRISMS
Rod SBUs in this category are composed of either linked
tetragonal prisms or antiprisms and are all connected by facesharing. They can be found in carboxylates as well as sulfonates
and are usually 5-c in the case of regular prisms or 7-c in the case
of antiprisms.

versus the isolated Zr6O4(OH)4 clusters. The SBU was described
as either a corner-sharing double chain or chains of edge-sharing
dimers of zirconium-polyhedra, which the authors simpliﬁed
to a uninodal 6-c β-Sn topology, bsn.217 In accordance with our
approach, the SBU is deconstructed diﬀerently, leading to a
5-c gui net with transitivity 3 6 and symmetry Imma. The facesharing tetragonal prisms run along [010] in undulating fashion
and are linked through their shortest inter-rod distances.
In contrast, face-sharing tetragonal antiprism SBUs of the
same formula, [M2O(−COO)4]∞, were formed when angular
mBDC was used instead of linear BDC (Figure 56).218 The soproduced framework with formula In2O(mBDC)2 contains In3+
that are coordinated in a distorted octahedral environment with
four oxygen from four diﬀerent carboxylate groups and two
μ3-oxygen. The carboxylate C atoms form tetragonal antiprism
SBUs. The authors have also discussed the structure as doublechains, similar to what was detailed above for the gui net.
After deconstruction of this framework in the same manner, we

8.1. MOFs with SBUs of Face-Shared Tetragonal Prisms and
Ditopic Linkers

Face-sharing tetragonal prism SBUs of formula [M2O2(−COO)4]∞
linked by simple ditopic BDC produced a framework, termed
MIL-140A, ZrO(BDC).215 Other isoreticular variants were
obtained by replacing BDC through longer linkers (MIL-140B-D).
Figure 55 shows the rod-SBU, where each Zr4+ is seven
coordinated with three μ3-oxygen and four carboxylate oxygen.
The higher hydrolytic stability of this MOF, in comparison to
UiO-66,216 was attributed to the inorganic rod Zr oxide chains
12495
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Figure 43. Linking of face- and edge-sharing trigonal prisms with ditopic
linkers, leading to an anionic framework with zbh topology.193 Color
code: black, C; red, O; green, Cl; blue polyhedra, metal.

determined a 7-c svq net, with transitivity 1 4 and symmetry
I41/mcm.
Face-sharing tetragonal prism SBUs can also be composed of
other functional groups such as sulfonates, or bifunctional linkers
containing carboxylate and pyridyl moieties. First, we introduce
framework of formula Ln(OH) (NDS) (Ln = La, Pr, Nd, H2NDS =
1,5-naphthalenedisulfonic acid), termed LnPF-1 (LnPF = lanthanide polymeric framework), that is built of [M2(OH)2(−SOO2)4]∞
rod SBUs (Figure 57, left).219 In such structures, each Ln3+ is
eight-coordinated (LnO8) by two μ2-OH groups, ﬁve sulfonate
O, and one water molecule. If a dimer is considered, the points
of extension are represented by the sulfur moieties of the
[M2(OH)2(−SOO2)4]∞ building unit and thus produce a
tetragonal prism SBU. Linear linking through a naphthalene
core then leads to an underlying fee net with transitivity 1 3 and
symmetry P4/mmm. Another framework, Co3(OH)2(oPYDC)2
(H2oPYDC = pyridine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid) with the same
topology was produced through combination of mixed linkers
with [M3(OH)2(−COO)4(−PY)2]∞ SBUs (Figure 57, right).220
In this compound, termed CUK-1 (CUK = Cambridge UniversityKRICT), both Co2+ are coordinated in a distorted octahedral
environment by two carboxylate O, two μ3-OH, one pyridine
N, and one water ligand. The SBU itself is also slightly undulated;
however, the angular nature of the linker compensates for that
and leads to the overall fee topology. Isostructural frameworks,
obtained from diﬀerent metal sources,221 as well as the use of
mixed linkers have also resulted in fee nets.222

Figure 44. Linking of quadrangular face-sharing trigonal prism SBUs
with an angular ditopic linker to produce NaTb(BPODC)2, showing
zbd topology.194 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal;
pink polyhedra, Na.

face-sharing units of formula [M(−SOO2)4]∞ linked through
tetratopic V−H4TPPS (V−H4TPPS = vanadium-tetra(4sulfonatophenyl)porphyrinate).223 Figure 58 shows the rod
SBU of Sm(V-HTPPS), in which each Sm ion is coordinated by
eight oxygen from eight diﬀerent sulfonate groups. The authors
also discuss weak VO···V interactions (4.957 Å) indicating
another 1D chain along the porphyrins. However, due to the
weakness of this interaction and the disorder of the vanadium
ion, we only consider V-HTPPS as a 4-c node, leading to an
overall (3,5)-c zbs net with transitivity 2 4 and symmetry
P4/mmc. Other frameworks with the same topology have been
reported by using diﬀerent metal cations in the porphyrin moiety
as well as diﬀerent lanthanides.224,225
Another framework that falls into this category is
Co3(OH)2(DOCBD)2 (H2DOCBD = 3,4-dihydroxycyclobut3-ene-1,2-dione) as shown in Figure 59.226 The SBU is
composed of corner-sharing octahedra with general formula
[M3(OH)2(−O)8]∞, where each Co2+ is coordinated by four
carboxylate O and two μ3-OH groups. Such SBUs are then

8.2. MOFs with SBUs of Face-Shared Tetragonal Prisms and
Polytopic Linkers

There are only very few examples of tetragonal prism SBUs
linked through polytopic sulfonates, and they are based on
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Figure 46. Edge- and face-sharing trigonal prism SBUs together with
tritopic NTB produce Tb(NTB), a 4-nodal zbi net.202 Color code:
black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

Figure 45. Linking of triangular face-sharing trigonal prism SBUs with
tritopic BTB to produce MIL-103, showing tpr topology.195 Color code:
black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

9. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE- OR FACE-SHARED
MIXED POLYHEDRA
Frameworks in this category are composed of two linked
polyhedra SBUs being either squares, tetrahedra, octahedra, or
tetragonal prisms. They are mostly found in carboxylates, but
also by mixed functionality linkers.
First, we discuss a class of rod MOFs based on edge-sharing
tetrahedra and squares in a 2:1 ratio composed of [M2(−COO)4M(−COO)2]∞ SBUs joined together by BPT linkers. The two

linked together by DOCBD into a framework with rectangular
channels. The deconstruction of the framework is in this
case not obvious, and we therefore do not describe the topology
in detail. If all the carbon atoms are selected as points of
extension then this would lead to a (3,5)-c zbr topology;
however, we point out that other ways of deconstruction are also
feasible.
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Figure 47. Linking of edge-sharing square pyramid SBUs with a ﬂexible
dicarboxylate. The resulting zbl net shows alternating layers of square
pyramids that are interconnected.186 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue
polyhedra, metal.

polymorphic structures of formula Cd3(BPT)2, shown in Figure 60,
are generated by diﬀerent binding sites of the asymmetric
BPT linker to the SBUs.227 The coordination geometry in both
structures is similar in terms of bound carboxylates, and only
the number and nature of solvent molecules are diﬀerent.
The tetrahedral SBU M(−COO)2 is formed from a sevencoordinated Cd2+, particularly by six oxygen from four
carboxylate groups and one solvent molecule. The squareshaped SBU M(−COO)2 contains Cd2+ in an octahedral
geometry with four carboxylate O and two solvent molecules.
The authors have described their nets as 2D layer networks, but
a complete determination of the topology was not done.
If carboxylate C are considered as points of extension, the
topology of the nets is quite diﬀerent, and nets zbu and zbv are
found. The zbu net has transitivity 4 9 and symmetry is I2/m.
On the other hand, the zbv net has transitivity 6 13 and symmetry
C2/c. The diﬀerence between the nets is the connectivity of the
asymmetric 4′-benzoate moiety that forms the face-sharing
tetrahedra in the case of zbu and connects the tetrahedra and the
square in case of zbv, respectively. In the zbv net, the rod SBUs
propagate in two ways, a property similar to what has been
described earlier for cua (CAU-8), containing zigzag ladder
SBUs (section 3.1).
Other rod MOFs are based on alternating octahedra and quadrangles in a 1:1 ratio forming [M(−COO)2M(−COO)2(−C2O2)2]∞
SBUs joint together by OX (H2OX = oxalic acid) and TDC
linkers to yield a framework with formula Dy2(TDC)2(OX),
shown in Figure 61.228 In the particular SBU, the M(−COO)2
quadrangle, the Dy3+ is coordinated by four carboxylate O and
two water molecules, whereas in the M(−COO)2(−C2O2)2
octahedron, the Dy3+ is coordinated by four carboxylate O and
four oxalate O. The authors used TOPOS to determine the
topology and reported a (4,6)-c trinodal net, where TDC
represents a 4-c node together with 4-c and 6-c metal centers.

Figure 48. Joining of linked square pyramid SBUs into a framework
with underlying zbo topology.203 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue
polyhedra, metal.

We assigned a diﬀerent topology, by taking carboxylate C of
TDC as well as centers of OX (shown as pink spheres) as points
of extension. The resulting zbt topology is a (5,6)-c net with
transitivity 2 6 and symmetry Cmmm.
When quadrangles are in turn linked with tetragonal prisms
into the mixed rod SBU [M3(−COO)6M(−COO)2]∞ and
this one is combined with HPDC linkers (H2HPDC = 4,5,9,
10-tetrahydropyrene-2,7-dicarboxylic acid), a framework termed
MOF-79 is obtained (Figure 62).6 In this structure of formula
Cd2(HPDC)2, the two Cd2+ centers are either 6- or 7-coordinated
but the individual coordination environments were described as
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Figure 49. Combination of edge-sharing square pyramidal SBUs with a
ditopic linker produce MOF-80 with a trinodal net topology.6 Color
code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

complex. However, if we consider the carboxylate C atoms as
points of extension, the SBU could be clearly dissected into one
M3(−COO)6 tetragonal prism and one M(−COO)2 quadrangle.
The classiﬁcation in the original contribution yielded a pcu type
net, that we consider now an oversimpliﬁcation. The underlying
topology (rn-9, see Supporting Information) is relatively low in
symmetry I2/m and has intransitivity 2 6.
Octahedra that are linked to tetrahedra in a face-sharing
fashion are observed in the framework (NH2CH3)2[NaZn(mBDC)2], termed MOF-CJ2 (Figure 63).229 The overall SBU,
[Na3(−COO)7M3(−COO)5]∞, can be dissected into an octahedron, Na3(−COO)7, formed by Na+ which is six coordinated
by six carboxylate O, whereas the tetrahedron, M3(−COO)5,
is formed by Zn2+, coordinated to four carboxylate O. The authors
identiﬁed the structure as a rod MOF; however, the determination
of topology was carried out based on the metal centers, leading to
a pcu net. We deconstruct the framework by taking carboxylate C
as points of extension yielding to the aforementioned octahedra
and tetrahedral building units of the rod SBU. The net, zbw, has
transitivity 2 8 and symmetry C2/c. An iron variant of the same
net has been reported in 2012.230

Figure 50. Flexible, tritopic linkers together with linked square pyramid
SBUs produce MIL-112.209 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue
polyhedra, metal.

The linking of octahedra and tetrahedra in diﬀerent ways
leads to diﬀerent structural and topological outcomes, as exempliﬁed by Mn3(BDC)3, termed MOF-73 (Figure 64).6 The
[M3(−COO)8M6(−COO)10]∞ SBU is composed of M3(−COO)8
octahedra and M3(−COO)5 tetrahedra in a ratio of 1:2. All Mn2+
centers are 6-coordinated and in particular one manganese
by four carboxylate groups and one solvent molecule, whereas
the other manganese is only coordinated by six diﬀerent carboxylates. The topology in the original contribution was determined
to be pcu; however, according to our approach, we determined a
zbx net, with transitivity 3 12 and a symmetry I2/a.
The topology of the rod in MOF-73, although chemically diﬀerent, is found in a framework of formula Fe(BDC),
reported in 2005 (Figure 65). 231 The overall SBU
[M(−COO)3M2(−COO)3]∞ can be divided into octahedral
M(−COO)3 building units in which each Fe2+ is coordinated
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Figure 52. Combination of edge-sharing square pyramidal SBUs with
tritopic BPT to produce Yb(BPT) showing a 6-nodal zcd topology.211
Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

from a catechol to a semiquinonate, that occurs during synthesis,
and changes the overall charge of the linker to −3. In the quite
unique rod SBU of formula [M2(−COO)(−C2O2)(−OPY)]∞,
the presence of three distinct bidentate coordinating groups
facilitate diﬀerent types of coordination environments. The Zn2+
ions adopt two conﬁgurations distinct in the metal−ligand bonds
involved. In two-thirds of the cases, the zinc ion is bound to three
benzosemiquinonate O, a carboxylate O, and a pyridonate N.
The other third are bound by a pair of benzosemiquinonate O,
a pair of carboxylate O, and a pair of pyridonate O. The low
symmetry of the linker is herein responsible that the three
coordinating groups are not interchangeable in the MOF
structure. There are several structural features, unique to the
asymmetrical tritopic linker, responsible for the formation of
this particular rod MOF. The angular portion of the linker
that coordinate to the same rod (i.e., the semiquinonate and the

Figure 51. Flexible, asymmetric linker together with alternating, linked
square pyramid SBUs produce La(CPIA).210 Color code: black, C;
red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

by six carboxylate O and tetrahedral M2(−COO)3 building units
in which each Fe2+ is also octahedrally coordinated by ﬁve
carboxylate O and one pyridine N. The underlying net, zce has
thus transitivity 3 10 and symmetry P21/n.
The recently reported MOF-910, Zn3(PBSB)2, (PBSP3− =
phenylyne-1-benzoic acid, 3-benzosemiquinonate, 5-oxidopyridine) also contains a rod SBU composed of octahedra and
tetrahedra in a 1:2 ratio (Figure 66, see Note Added in Proof).
PBSP refers to a one-electron oxidation of deprotonated
H4PBCB (phenylyne-1-benzoic acid, 3-catechol, 5-pyridone)
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Figure 54. Linking of edge-sharing square pyramidal SBUs with
bifunctional, tritopic mPYDC to produce Mg(mPYDC), a chiral framework with 4-nodal zpb topology.213,214 Color code: black, C; red, O;
green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

crystallize as tetragonal frameworks, whereas shorter distances
might lead to “single-walled” frameworks of either 3- or
4-fold symmetry. The diﬀerent nature of coordinated linker
functionalities has a profound eﬀect on the formation of this
helical rod MOF that would be unattainable with one or two
kinds of functional groups. In particular, the semiquinonate
provides the M-O-M inﬁnite metal-oxide unit of the rod through
coordination by two μ2-oxygen. Such coordination polyhedra are
bridged on the opposite corners by a carboxylate, or pyridonate
group, that have longer distances and therefore cause a turn in the
rod to facilitate the helix. In this context, the angle subtended at
the pyridonate moiety is important to coordinate the metal
cation, an angle that cannot be provided by a carboxylate group. In
addition, these diﬀerent functional groups would allow for reticular
chemistry approaches without altering the underlying topology
(tto). Since the semiquinonate/pyridonate portion of the linker is
crucial for the formation of the rod SBU, MOF-910 is amenable to
ﬁne-tuning of pore size by expanding the benzoate moiety. The tto
net is complex with transitivity 6 16 but high symmetry R3c̅ .

Figure 53. Linking of edge-sharing square pyramidal SBUs with tritopic
TTTP to produce Al(H3TTTP) showing a 6-nodal zbq topology.212
Color code: black, C; red, O; orange, P; blue polyhedra, metal.

pyridonate moiety) are responsible for the formation of a helix
rather than a straight rod or zigzag ladder. This situation is in turn
comparable to that for 1,3-BDC moieties of BPT (H3BPT =
biphenyl-3,4′,5-tricarboxylic acid), that either coordinate to one
rod and facilitate helix formation211 or to diﬀerent rods that
are indeed nonhelical.227 This observation is supported by other
structures that contain symmetrical BTB linkers and form
straight rods, when connected to three diﬀerent helices.195
We also observed that the distance between the functional
groups deﬁne the pitch of the helix (here 27.12 Å), when
compared to, for example, 1,3-BDC-derived linkers. In this
context, the “double-walled” nature of the framework might arise
from the long intramolecular distance between catecholate and
pyridone that requires a second linker molecule to complete the
helix. The rod SBU of MOF-910 forms are 3-fold helix since one
pitch contains 12 coordinating groups, from six diﬀerent linkers
and therefore propagate in three directions. Longer distances
could therefore lead to 4-fold symmetry helices that might

10. MOFS WITH HELICAL RIBBON SBUS OF
EDGE-SHARED TRIANGLES
In this section, we focus on SBUs that are composed of helical
ribbons formed by edge-sharing triangles. They are either carboxylates or azolates and vary in symmetry and shape depending on
the nature of the linker.
A class of scandium carboxylate MOFs is particularly important in this context and demonstrates the amenability of linker
size and geometry to form frameworks with triangular helical
ribbon SBUs. Such nets were ﬁrst explored in 2011, when
[M(OH)(−COO)2]∞ helical ribbon SBUs were linked with
TDC and yielded a framework termed NOTT-401, Sc(OH)
(TDC).232 Figure 67 shows the SBU in which each Sc3+ is
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Figure 56. Linking of face-sharing tetragonal antiprism SBUs with
angular, ditopic mBDC to produce In2O(mBDC)2 showing an underlying uninodal svq net.218 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra,
metal.

performed by creating the points of extension between the two
pyrazolate N atoms (shown as pink spheres). The underlying
topology is also based on linear linking of such hexagonal chains
(61 or 65 helices, respectively) yielding the 5-c wjp net with
transitivity 1 4 and symmetry P6122. There are only two minimal
transitivity nets when linking hexagonal ribbons, wjp and fna.
An isoreticular framework with wjp topology has later been
obtained through the use of a BPZ derivative.148
Another interesting compound is In(OH)(BCIm)(NO3)
(H2BCIm = 1,3-bis(4-carboxyphenyl)imidazolium) because
it is composed of 5-fold [M(OH)(−COO)2]∞ helical rod SBUs
(Figure 69).236 Each of the ﬁve crystallographically independent
In3+ is coordinated in an octahedral environment by two μ2-OH
groups and four carboxylate O. The underlying net, sbq has
transitivity 10 25 and symmetry P21/n. It was shown that
this high transitivity is in fact minimal and arises because the
rods have noncrystallographic symmetry (51 or 54 axes).40 In this
MOF, the rod axes are arranged in the 5-c 2-periodic net
tts, a pattern never otherwise found. This net is the simplest and
highest-symmetry way of linking pentagonal rods.
Helical ribbon SBUs of formula [CaM(−COO)4]∞ can also
be composed of heterometallic carboxylates, as observed in the
framework CaPb(OH-mBDC)2 (OH−H2mBDC = 5-hydroxybenzene-1,3-dicarboxylic acid).237 Figure 70 shows such SBUs,
in which each Pb2+ is coordinated by six oxygen from four
carboxylate groups (d < 2.88 Å), whereas each Ca2+ is coordinated by four oxygen from four carboxylate groups and two
methanol molecules. Both metal centers have a distorted
octahedral coordination environment. In our illustration, the
Pb center is nine-coordinated and the calcium centers were
found to be unnecessary to keep the integrity of the rod. The
authors have initially determined the topology as a uninodal 6-c
sne net by deconstructing the framework with Pb centers as
nodes. If the carboxylate C are taken as points of extension, the

Figure 55. Linear linking of face sharing tetragonal prism SBUs with
rigid, ditopic BDC to produce MIL-140A showing an underlying gui
net.215 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

octahedrally coordinated by four carboxylate O and two μ2-OH
groups. The underlying topology based on linear linking of
triangular helical ribbons is a 5-c yfm net with minimal transitivity 1 4 and symmetry I41/amd. Such yfm nets have later been
found using mBDC derivatives together with aluminum SBUs to
give frameworks of general formula Al(OH)(X-mBDC) (X = H,
CH3, OCH3, NO2, NH2, and OH).233 When the same helical
SBUs are in turn linked with tetratopic carboxylates, a framework
Sc2(OH)2(BPTC) (H4BPTC = biphenyl-3,3′,5,5′-tetracarboxylic
acid), termed NOTT-400, was isolated (Figure 67, bottom).232
This framework is chiral and possesses square-shaped channels
along [001]. The net is related to yfm and has symbol nti. The nti
nets have transitivity 3 7 and symmetry I4122. The frameworks
with nti topology have since been derivatized based on indium and
aluminum SBUs.234,235
Helical ribbon SBUs can also be produced by pyrazolate
linkers, as observed in Cd(BPZ) (H2BPZ = 4,4′-bipyrazole),
shown in Figure 68.147 This framework crystallizes in the chiral
space group P6122 and contains [M(-PZ)2]∞ SBUs and BPZ
linkers. In particular, each Cd2+ shows an octahedral coordination environment, composed of four pyrazolate N and two
μ2-oxygen of DMF. These DMF molecules were not included
in the formula; however, they are necessary to some extent in
forming the helical SBU. Deconstruction of this framework was
12502
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Figure 57. Two examples of fee topology nets, formed by ditopic sulfonate linkers (left) or pyridine dicarboxylates (right).219,220 Color code: black, C;
red, O; yellow, S; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

N, and two μ2-thiolate. The framework possesses squareshaped pores along [001], and the authors highlight the formation of cobalt-thiolate helical chains. In accordance with our
deconstruction approach, we selected the carboxylate C, as well
as the carbon adjacent to sulfur and nitrogen, by analogy to a
carboxylate, as the points of extension. This leads to the 4-c pcl
net, with transitivity 1 4 and symmetry Cmcm. This net named
for paracelsian represents a way of cross-linking “doublecrankshaft” chains into a framework related to that of the mineral
feldspar.
Slightly diﬀerent “double-crankshaft” chains are found in
Cd4(OH)2(TPTC)2 (H3TPTC = [1,1′:2′,1″-terphenyl]-4,
4′,4″-tricarboxylic acid) that is produced by linking
[M4(OH)2(−COO)6]∞ SBUs together with tritopic TPTC
(Figure 73).239 The structure contains four crystallographically
independent Cd2+ that are coordinated as follows: Cd1 shows a
slightly distorted octahedral environment with four oxygen from
four carboxylate groups and two μ3-OH. Cd2 and Cd3 are
six-coordinated by four carboxylate O, one μ3-OH and one water
ligand, whereas Cd4 shows a distorted square pyramidal
environment with three carboxylate O and two μ3-OH. The
authors identiﬁed the rod SBU correctly and termed it a zigzag
ladder (however diﬀerent to what we have herein termed zigzag
ladder), but determination of the topology using TOPOS led to a
(4,10)-c net. We prefer our deconstruction approach, however,

underlying topology was determined to be a (4,6)-c zba net with
transitivity 2 6, and symmetry is I4̅2d.
In contrast to all helical ribbons detailed so far, we show one
framework that is based on helices containing both triangles and
quadrangles. A framework, Co(BDC) contains SBUs of general
formula [M(−COO)2]∞ being composed of triangles and
quadrangles in a ratio of 2:1 (Figure 71).238 The Co2+ centers
are octahedrally coordinated by four carboxylate O and two
μ2-oxygen from e-urea. The e-urea is not shown in our illustration. The authors have originally described the topology as a
trinodal net by considering BDC as 4-c and Co as 6-c nodes,
forming a 41 helix. However, we assign the carboxylate C as
points of extension and therefore obtain a (4,5)-c zbz net with
transitivity 2 6 and symmetry P4122.

11. MOFS WITH SBUS OF EDGE-SHARED
QUADRANGLES
In contrast to zigzag ladders, we discuss here MOFs that
are based on diﬀerently linked quadrangle SBUs. Linked
quadrangles can be composed of many diﬀerent linker functionalities, such as carboxylates and pyridine-2-thiols as
observed in the framework CUK-2, Co2(MNA), (H2MNA =
6-mercaptonicotinic acid), shown in Figure 72.220 This compound contains [M2(−COO)2(−CNS)2]∞ SBUs, in which
each of the two independent Co2+ is coordinated in a distorted
octahedral environment by two carboxylate O, two pyridyl
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Figure 59. SBU and crystal structure of Co3(OH)2(DOCBD)2. The
deconstruction in this particular case is not obvious.226 Color code:
black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

If the carboxylate C are used as points of extension, we obtain a
net zbb with transitivity 3 6 and symmetry C2/m. Such double
ladder frameworks have also been reported using other lanthanide
centers.191
In Figure 75, we show a framework that also consists of
double ladder SBUs, however with a diﬀerent composition of
[M5(OH)4(−COO)6]∞.150 When such SBUs were combined
with ditopic DMBDC (H2DMBDC = 2,5-dimethyl-benzene-1,
4-dicarboxylic acid), a framework Zn5(OH)4(DMBDC)3 was obtained. In particular, the three crystallographically independent
Zn2+ are also coordinated diﬀerently as follows: Zn1 shows a
slightly distorted octahedral coordination by two μ3-OH and four
carboxylate O, Zn2 is also coordinated in a slightly distorted
octahedral environment, by four μ3-OH and two carboxylate O,
and Zn3 shows a distorted tetrahedral environment, coordinated
by two μ3-OH and two carboxylate O. When taking the carboxylate C as points of extension, we obtained a zca net with
transitivity 3 8 and symmetry P21/c.

Figure 58. Linking of face-sharing tetragonal antiprism SBUs with a
tetratopic porphyrin linker to produce Sm(V-HTPPS) showing an
underlying (3,5)-c zbs net.223 Color code: black, C; red, O; yellow, S;
green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink polyhedra, V.

12. SPECIAL ROD MOFS
12.1. MOF with SBUs of Face-Shared Large Polyhedra

through selection of carboxylate C as points of extension led to a
(3,4)-c shf net with transitivity 4 8 and symmetry Imma.
There are also diﬀerent double zigzag ladders that are
composed of [M2(−COO)6]∞ SBUs that when linked with
TDC produce frameworks of composition Ln2(TDC)3 (Ln =
Gd, Dy).240 Figure 74 shows the SBU in which each Ln3+ center
is eight-coordinated in a distorted bicapped trigonal prism,
surrounded by six oxygen from ﬁve carboxylate groups and two
water ligands. Although a determination of the net topology was
not performed, the authors refer to the SBU as beltlike chains.

We discuss here a MOF built of bicapped tetragonal prism SBU
of formula [M5(OH)9(−SOO2)6]∞ (Figure 76). When this SBU
is linked with NDC, a framework termed LnPF-3, Ln5(OH)9(NDS)3
(Ln = Eu, Gd) is obtained.221 There are three crystallographically
diﬀerent Ln3+ centers, two of them being situated in the middle
of [LnO3(μ3-OH)4(μ5-OH)H2O] tricapped trigonal prisms to
form [Ln4O12(μ3-OH)8(μ5-OH)(H2O)4] tetrameric units. The
other lanthanide ion is coordinated in a Ln(μ3-OH)8(μ5-OH)
monocapped tetragonal prism. The authors reported similarities
12504
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Figure 60. Crystal structures and net topology of the polymorphs with formula Cd3(BPT)2. The diﬀerent zbu and zbv nets contain rod SBUs
propagating in one or two dimensions.227 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

of this net to the purely inorganic Ln8Ba5Ni4O21. In accordance
with our approach, we deconstruct the rod SBUs, with sulfonate
S as points of extension, into bicapped tetragonal prisms.
A determination of topology, and an RCSR code is not given due
to the complicated nature of the net.

SBUs joined together by BTC linkers (H3BTC = 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylic acid) to produce KFe3(BTC)3 (Figure 78).243
In particular, there are M(−COO)3 octahedra in which each Fe2+
is octahedrally coordinated by six oxygen from six diﬀerent
carboxylate groups. In addition, M(−COO)2 tetrahedra are
connected in a face-sharing fashion, and each of these metal
centers is coordinated by seven oxygen from ﬁve carboxylates.
The authors have identiﬁed the undulating nature of the rod
SBU; however, a determination of the topology was not given.
By using carboxylate C as points of extension, we obtained a zcb
net with transitivity 6 16 and symmetry P2/c.
A complicated framework of formula [NH 2 (CH 3 ) 2 ]Fe5(BTC)3(OAc)2 is composed of both discrete and rod SBUs,
the latter containing corner- and edge-sharing triangles
and quadrangles, respectively (Figure 79).244 In detail, the
[M6(−COO)9(COO)2M3(−COO)6(COO)2]∞ rod contains
M6(−COO)9(COO)2 triangles linked to M3(−COO)6(COO)2
quadrangles in 2:1 ratio. The metal centers are hexa-coordinated
in a distorted octahedral environment, with Fe1 being surrounded by four oxygen from BTC and two oxygen from
terminal acetate, whereas Fe2 is bound by three oxygen from
three BTC and three oxygen from terminal acetate. In addition,
there is a discrete paddle wheel M2(−COO)4 that serves as a 4-c
node. Deconstruction, that takes carboxylate carbon of BTC into
account, leads to a complicated net, termed rn-10 (see Supporting
Information). This net has transitivity 10 16 and symmetry I21/a.
The same framework has also been reported with other cationic
species (H3O+) to balance the anionic charge.230

12.2. MOF with SBUs of Edge-Shared Triangles to Make Flat
Ribbons

There are other examples of rod SBUs based on triangles, that, in
contrast to the helical ribbons, form straight rods. One such
example can be found in the uranium-containing compound
( U O 2 ) 1 2 O 4 ( O H ) 8 ( BT E C ) 3 w h i c h h a s [ ( M O 2 ) 3 O(OH)2(−COO)3]∞ rod SBUs joint with BTEC linkers
(Figure 77).241 In the SBU, there are three crystallographically
independent uranium cations that are seven-coordinated in a
pentagonal bipyramidal environment. It is particularly surrounded by two oxygen in the apical position, through the typical
short double uranyl bond, two oxygen from carboxylate and two
hydroxo and one oxo group in the equatorial plane. This cluster
has previously been reported as a 1D chain.242 When carboxylate
C are considered as points of extension, the rod SBU is composed of edge-sharing triangles which when connected with
squares, leads to the (3,5)-c zcc net with transitivity 2 4, symmetry I4/mmm.
12.3. MOFs with SBUs of Edge-Shared S-Shapes to
Sinusoidal Ribbons

A special class of MOFs based on mixed polyhedra forms
S-shaped (sinusoidal) SBUs. First, we discuss a framework
termed MIL-45, composed of [M(−COO)3M2(−COO)4]∞
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Figure 62. Crystal structure of MOF-79, Cd2(HPDC)2. The net is built
from linked tetragonal prisms and quadrangles in a 1:1 ratio.6 Color
code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

Figure 61. Crystal structure of Dy2(TDC)2(OX) and the underlying zbt
net.228 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points
of extension.

as discussed in the Introduction. A framework of formula
Ca2(BIPA-TC) (H4BIPA-TC = 5,5′-(1,3,6,8-tetraoxobenzo[lmn][3,8] phenanthroline-2−7-diyl)bis-1,3-benzenedicarboxylic acid) is obtained through linking of [M(−COO)2]∞ SBUs
with tetratopic BIPA-TC (Figure 81).247 Calcium ions are all
eight-coordinated, through six oxygen from carboxylates and two
oxygens from solvent molecules (DMF), and form a 41 helix
running along [001]. The authors deconstructed the structure
ignoring the nodes on the linker so the 4-fold helices are joined
by single links to produce the 7-c net yan (we describe this later
in section 13.4) with transitivity 1 4 and symmetry I4122.
However, the story is more complicated. Including the 3-c
nodes on the linker produces the net hqx with transitivity 3 9 and
symmetry again I4122 (Figure 81). The pattern of linking means
that the links joining the 3-c nodes are suﬃciently widely spaced
to allow a second copy of the structure with opposite hand
to interpenetrate (Figure 82). The ideal symmetry of the pair
of nets is I41/acd. The real structure is indeed a rare example
of a rod MOF with two interpenetrating components and has
symmetry I41/a.

12.4. MOF with SBUs of Solid Columnar Structure

SBUs are here described as column shaped because they are
relatively large and their exterior is only decorated with a
few organic moieties. In this context, an SBU of formula
[M13(OH)27(−COO)6]∞ represents a column dissected into
irregular hexagons and when combined with simple NH2−BDC
produces a framework Al13(OH)27(NH2−BDC)3Cl6, termed
CAU-6 (Figure 80).245 The SBU has previously been reported
as a discrete entity Al13(OH)24(H2O)24Cl15·13 H2O.246 We
deconstructed this framework by considering the carboxylate C
as points of extension and obtained a zeolitic, uninodal 4-c can net.
This cancrinite net has transitivity 1 4 and symmetry P63/mmc.

13. MOFS BASED ON APERIODIC HELICAL SBUS OF
FACE-SHARED POLYHEDRA
13.1. MOFs with SBUs Derived from the Boerdijk-Coxeter
Helix

In contrast to the aforementioned SBUs, the tetrahedra in a rod
can also be linked through their faces, yielding a cylinder tiling
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Figure 63. Crystal structure of MOF-CJ2 and its underlying zbw
topology.229 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal; pink
polyhedra, Na.

Another example, recently obtained, also has a BC helix rod.
The MOF, termed ROD-1 with formula Cd(DMPMB)
(H2DMPMB = 4-((3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)methyl)benzoic acid) is composed of a [M(−COO)(-PZ)]∞ rod SBU,
in which each Cd2+ is octahedrally coordinated by three carboxylate O and three pyrazolate N (Figure 83, see Note Added in
Proof). Deconstruction of this SBU, when considering
carboxylate C and the center between coordinating pyrazolate
N as points of extension, leads to a BC helix. The underlying
topology was determined to be a uninodal 7-c net, and the
symbol wuy was assigned in RCSR. The net contains seven kinds
of edge, thus transitivity 1 6 and symmetry I41/amd. That is the
simplest (minimal transitivity) possible way to link BC helices
with opposite hand.
There is a unique minimal transitivity way to join such helices,
all of the same hand, by links roughly normal to the helix axis,
producing the 7-c net lll (Figure 84) with transitivity 1 6 and
symmetry I4122.
Such linked BC helix SBUs can also be found with mixed
metals, as observed in [NaM(−COO)4]∞, that together with
octatopic Zn-OCPP (Zn−H8OCPP = zinc−tetrakis(3,5-dicarboxyphenyl)-porphyrin), produces LnMPF-1 (LnMPF =
lanthanoid−metalloporphyrin porous frameworks, Ln = Sm,
Gd, Eu, Tb, Dy), Na2Ln2(Zn-OCPP).248 Figure 85 shows the rod
SBU, running along [001], that is composed of alternating Na+
and Ln3+ centers. The latter are eight-coordinated by six oxygen
from carboxylates and two additional water molecules, whereas
the sodium is seven-coordinated, exclusively by carboxylate O.
The rod SBUs form helices, that are of both hands and appear in
an alternating fashion. The authors described the topology by
deconstructing the rod into discrete Ln(−COO)4 SBUs and 8-c
octatopic linkers, resulting in a binodal (4,8)-c net. However, we
prefer a diﬀerent deconstruction approach (i.e., the octatopic

Figure 64. Crystal structure of MOF-73 and its underlying zbx
topology.6 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

linker is described as four triangles linked to a square and the
rod is composed of a BC helix). The resulting net, hqy, has
transitivity 4 10 and symmetry I41/amd.
13.2. MOFs with SBUs Derived from the Lidin-Andersson
Helix

A recently reported, and aesthetically pleasing example of rod
MOFs is Bi(BTC), termed CAU-17 (Figure 86).30 In this
structure, the asymmetric unit is quite large, containing nine Bi,
nine BTC, and nine water molecules; however, the coordination
around the metal center is very similar. Each Bi3+ is nine-coordinated
by eight carboxylate O and one terminal water molecule.
The [M(−COO)3]∞ SBU can be deconstructed by considering
the carboxylate C as points of extension, leading face-sharing
octahedra, that in turn constitute a LA helix. In contrast to the BC
helix which is always tetragonal, the LA helix is always trigonal in
periodic structures. Cross-linking of the helices that are not
related by symmetry through BTC leads to the formation of
triangular channels, in the case of single linking, and formation of
double-walled hexagonal channels, in the case of double linking.
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octahedrally coordinated by three carboxylate groups, two
phenolates, and one solvent molecule. The topology was initially
described as a 3-c etb or a 5-c bnn net, depending on whether the
oxo-functionalities are also considered as points of extension or
only the carboxylates are taken into account. According to
our approach, we describe the SBU derived from a LA helix by
omitting the vertices furthest from the axis to produce a rod of
square pyramids sharing triangular faces (diminished LA helix).
Squares (here in square pyramids) are often associated with
open metal sites and could theoretically be dissected in triangles,
which we do not recommend in order to keep the structural
information on the open metal site. There are then two kinds of
verticies: 3.4.3.4 and 32.4.32.4, that, together with the DOBDC
linkers represented by squares, lead to the 4-nodal (3,5,7)-c msf
net. This net contains nine kinds of edges, transitivity 4 9 and
symmetry R3̅. If such MOF-74 structures are isoreticular
expanded, to obtain MOFs with pore openings of up to 98 Å,
the square vertex ﬁgure is deconstructed into two triangles,
leading to a 5-nodal (3,5,7)-c msg net. Figure 87 (right) shows
IRMOF-74-II, Mg2(DOBPDC), (H4DOBPDC = 3,3′-dihydroxy-4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylic acid).71
Two isomers of such structures, that in turn have diﬀerent nets,
are based on isomers of the linkers. In contrast to the parent
MOF-74 structure, these structural isomers with formula
M2(mDOBDC) (M= Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni; H4mDOBDC =
4,6-dihydroxy-1,3-benzenedicarboxylic acid) were prepared in
2014 (Figure 88, left).251 The rod SBU is composed of the same
inﬁnite [M3(−O)3(−COO)3]∞ chains that run along [001]; however, the linker symmetry changed from 2/m = C2h (H4DOBDC)
to mm2 = C2v (H4mDOBDC). This in turn causes a change in the
space group to R3m. Deconstruction of this framework leads to
an SBU derived from a LA helix, with diﬀerent connectivity
than the 4-nodal msf net. We have assigned the symbol msh in
RCSR to this net having transitivity 4 10 and symmetry is R3m.
The derived structure M 2 (mDOBPDC) (M= Mg, Zn;
H 4mDOBPDC = 4,4′-dihydroxy-3,3′-biphenyldicarboxylic
acid), that has been discovered earlier, can be deconstructed
similarly (Figure 88, right).252 In addition to the LA helix, the
square vertex ﬁgure is split into two triangles, leading to a 5-nodal
(3,5,7)-c msi net with transitivity 5 11 and symmetry P3221.
In Figure 89 (left), we show a framework that also consists of a
diminished LA helix SBU, however with diﬀerent connectivity.
When such [M3(−COO)3]∞ SBUs were combined with ditopic
BPDC, a framework Cd3(BPDC)3 (termed JUC-48) was
produced.253 In particular, the two crystallographically independent Cd2+ are both coordinated in an octahedral environment by ﬁve carboxylate O and one solvent molecule. The
distorted hexagonal channels show dimensions of 21.1 × 24.9 Å.
The authors identiﬁed the helix as 31 by taking carboxylate C as
points of extension but wrongly obtained a 3-c etb net. Following
the deconstruction approach described in the publication, the net
eth would logically be obtained, another (nonminimal
transitivity) way of linking 31 helices, other than eta and etb.
However, according to our approach, we better describe it as
a qsl net with transitivity 4 10 and symmetry Pbcn. A very
similar MOF, termed CZJ-3, Cd(CVB) (H2CVB = (E)-4-(2carboxyvinyl)benzoic acid) is produced through combination
of LA helix type SBUs [M3(−COO)3]∞ with ditopic CVB
(Figure 89, right).254 CZJ-3 crystallizes in the chiral hexagonal
space group P6522, and the authors have not determined
the topology of the framework. In analogy to JUC-48, we
deconstructed the framework and found a (5,7)-c dmj net with
transitivity 2 4 and symmetry P6522. In this structure, there are

Figure 65. Crystal structure of Fe(BDC). The rod SBU is composed of
linked octahedra and tetrahedra in a ratio of 1:2. The topology is a
trinodal (6,7)-c zce net.231 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue
polyhedra, metal.

The resulting topology (rn-11, see Supporting Information) is
of remarkable complexity and has transitivity 54 135. The
symmetry is P3̅. It therefore represents the most complicated net
encountered in a MOF so far, although it is assembled from
simple building units.
The most prominent example of rod MOFs is termed MOF-74
and represents the parent structure of the most studied isoreticular series in MOF chemistry. Some studies include
isoreticular expansion,71 inclusion of biomolecules, sorption of
carbon dioxide249 and hydrogen60 and separation of various
hydrocarbons250 among others. The parent MOF-74 structure,
also termed CPO-27 by its independent discoverers,55
M2(DOBDC) (DMF)2·2H2O (M= Zn, Co; H4DOBDC = 2,5dihydroxy-1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid) was obtained in 20056
and is composed of inﬁnite [M3(−O)3(−COO)3]∞ rod SBUs
that run along [001] and are linked into a hexagonal,
3-dimensional framework (Figure 87). Each Zn2+ is herein
12508
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Figure 66. Single-crystal X-ray structure of MOF-910 and its underlying tto topology. The special nature of the trifunctional linker facilitates a helical
SBU and renders MOF-910 into a double-walled framework. Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal; pink, points of extension.

seven-coordinated by six carboxylate O and one water molecule.
The topology has been determined as rnb in 2012,4 but this
description is no longer appropriate as it considers the metal
centers as 6-c nodes. If we consider carboxylate C as points of
extension, somewhat similar to La(BTB), also without dissecting
the square representing the open metal site, we obtain a rod
composed of edge-sharing polyhedra which may be considered
as pentagonal bipyramids missing one equatorial vertex
(“diminished”). This polyhedron has six vertices and one
quadrangular and six triangular faces. Joining of such rods
with triangular linkers then results in a 4-nodal (3,5,7)-c msx net
(Figure 90). This net has transitivity 4 9 and symmetry P4322.

two rods per unit cell running along 1/3,2/3, z and 2/3,1/3, z,
both with symmetry p322 and this appears to be the (unique?)
minimal transitivity way of inking diminished LA rods of the
same hand into a periodic framework. In contrast, in the qsl net
rods of opposite hands are linked. Linking such p312 and p322
rods is possible with minimal transitivity and symmetry R3̅m (net
qsm, transitivity 2 5), but apparently the greater freedom of the
orthorhombic topology, qsl, is required by the crystal.
13.3. MOFs with Face-Shared Diminished (Missing Vertex)
Pentagonal Bipyramids

The structure of MOF-76, Tb(BTC), was reported in 2005.6
It contains [M(−COO)3]∞ SBUs, in which each Tb3+ center is
12509
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Table 1. Rod MOFs Discussed in This Review, Together with the Composition of Their SBUs and the Underlying Net
Topologies, Including Transitivity (T)
SBU
simple helices
[M3(POO2)3(−N)3]∞
[M3(COO)3(−PY)3]∞
[M3(−TZ)3Cl3]∞
[M4(OH)2(L−ASP)2(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(OH)2(−COO)]∞
[M(OH)(−COO)2]∞
[M(OH)(−COO)]∞
zigzag ladders
[MX(−COO)2]∞
[MX(−COO)2]∞
[MX(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M2(−COO)2(-PY)2]∞
[M3(OH)4(−OCCN)2(−NCN)2]∞
[M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
[M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
[M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
[M2(−COO)4]∞
[M2(−COO)4]∞
[M2(OH)2(−COO)4]∞
[M3(−COO)6]∞
linked tetrahedra
[M(−PZ)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−O)(−OH)2(−COO)]∞
[M2(−OH)2(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−PZ)2]∞
[M(−COO)(−COOH)]∞
[M3(H2O)(−PZ)8]∞
linked octahedra
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−PZ)3]∞
[M(−TZ)3]∞
[M(−PO2OH)2(−POO2)]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)2(−PY)2]∞
[M(−COO)2(-PY)2]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
linked trigonal prism
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M2Cl(−COO)6]∞

linker

name

H4BPBMP
BIPY, HOCA
H2BDT
H2L-ASP
H2MTETBDC
H2TMBD
H4BTEC
H4BTEC
H4BTEC

STA-16

H2BDC
H2BDC
H2BPODC
H2BDC
H2BDC
H2TDC
HINA
H2PXT
H4BTEC
H4TBAPy
H3BTTB
H4TBAPy
H4TBAPy
H4BPTTC
H3NTBPC

MOF-71
MIL-68
CAU-8

H2BDP
H2NDC
H4TOB
H6TOHDC
H4ATC
H3BTP
H4BTEC
H3BTP
H2SUC
H2ADC
H2HFIPBB
H2HFIPBB
H2BDP
H2BDT
H4PBMP
H2mBDC
NH2−H2mBDC
HPBA
HmPBA
H3BTTN
H3NTBPC
H3CMPDB
H6L
H4DDPP
H2mPYDC
H2ADIP
H2CHDC
H2BDC
H2BPDC
H2-1,4-NDC

MIL-120
MIL-118A
BCF-4

MIL-60
ROD-7
437-MOF
ROD-6
ROD-8
MIL-119
FIR-5

MOF-77

MIL-17
MIL-83
ITQMOF-2
RPF-4

MCF-44
MCF-34
UTSA-30
FIR-8

GWMOF-6

12510

formula

net

T

ref

Co2(BPBMP)
Zn2(HOCA)4(BIPY)
Mn2(BDT)Cl2
Ni5(OH)2(L-ASP)4
Pb(MTETBDC)
Pb(TMBD)
Al4(OH)8(BTEC)
Al2(OH)2(BTEC)
Be4(OH)4(BTEC)

etb
etb
etb
srs
ths
etm
raa
rab
rab

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
1
2
4
5
5
5

88
90
89
93
96
97
100
101
102

Co(BDC) (DMF)
V(OH) (BDC)
Al(OH) (BPODC)
Tb(BDC) (NO3)
UO2(BDC)
UO2(TDC)
Li(INA)
Co3(OH)4(HPXT)2
V2(OH)2(BTEC)
In2(OH)2(TBAPy)
In3(OH)3(BTTB)2
Mn2(TBAPy)
Cd2(TBAPy)
In2(OH)2(BPTTC)
Mg3(NTBPC)2

sra
rad
cua
irl
rac
rae
sra
umr
fry
frz
dum
lrk
lrl
frx
hyp

1
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
3
3
3
4

3
6
5
3
4
5
3
3
5
6
4
7
7
6
8

6
114
116
28
123
123
113
128
129
134
136
137
137
138
139

Co(BDP)
Mn(NDC)
Co(H2TOB)
Zn(H4TOHDC)
Zn2(ATC)
Zn3(BTP)2
Li2(H2BTEC)
Zn9(H2O)3(BTP)8

snp
snp
rkf
whw
ssm
ccg
zbn
ltw

1
1
1
1
2
4
2
2

3
3
4
4
7
10
7
6

141
140
152
153
6
39
154
39

Pr2(SUC)3
Eu2(ADC)3
Ln2(HFIPBB)3
La2(HFIPBB)3
Fe2(BDP)3
Fe2(H0.67BDT)3
Zr2H4(PBMP)3
Eu2(mBDC)3
Pr2(NH2-mBDC)3
Fe(PBA)2
Mn(mPBA)2
Yb(BTTN)
Ce(NTBPC)
Er(CMPDB)
Ln2L
Eu(HDDPP)

oab
swk
bvh
fga
sct
yzh
wnf
rn-1
rn-2
hlz
zhl
hyb
hyc
hyd
rn-3
rn-4

2
1
2
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
4
4
7
5

6
4
7
11
8
8
4
10
10
4
8
4
9
9
19
13

155
160
164
165
166
159
169
171
172
173
177
29
178
179
181
182

Er2(PYDC)3
Pr2(ADIP)3
Nd2(CHDC)3
Cd3(BDC)3
Ln2(BPDC)3
Ln2Cl(1,4-NDC)3

ttw
rn-5
zbf
zbc
rn-6
zbh

1
3
2
3
3
2

3
8
6
7
9
7

161
186
188
189
190
193
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Table 1. continued
SBU
[NaM(−COO)3]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
linked square pyramid
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M(−COO)3(HCOOH)]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M3(-PO2OH)3]∞
[M(−COO)2(−PY)]∞
linked tetragonal prism
[M2O2(−COO)4]∞
[M2O(−COO)4]∞
[M2(OH)2(−SOO2)4]∞
[M3(OH)2(−COO)4(−PY)2]∞
[M(−SOO2)4]∞
[M3(OH)2(−O)8]∞
mixed polyhedra
[M2(−COO)4M(−COO)2]∞
[M2(−COO)4M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−COO)2M(−COO)2(−C2O2)2]∞
[M3(−COO)6M(−COO)2]∞
[Na3(−COO)7M3(−COO)5]∞
[M3(−COO)8M6(−COO)10]∞
[M(−COO)3M2(−COO)3]∞
[M2(−COO)(−C2O2)(−OPY)]∞
linked triangles - helical ribbon
[M(OH)(−COO)2]∞
[M(OH)(−COO)2]∞
[M(−PZ)2]∞
[M(OH)(−COO)2]∞
[CaM(−COO)4]∞
[M(−COO)2]∞
linked quadrangles
[M2(−COO)2(−CNS)2]∞
[M4(OH)2(−COO)6]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M5(OH)4(−COO)6]∞
other rods
[M5(OH)9(−SOO2)6]∞
[(UO2)3O(OH)2(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M6(−COO)9(COO)2
M3(−COO)6(COO)2]∞
[M13(OH)27(−COO)6]∞
aperiodic helices
BC helix
[M(−COO)2]∞
[M(−PZ)(−COO)]∞
[NaM(−COO)4]∞
LA helix
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M3(-O)3(−COO)3]∞
[M3(−O)3(−COO)3]∞
[M3(-O)3(−COO)3]∞
[M3(−O)3(−COO)3]∞
[M3(−COO)3]∞
[M3(−COO)3]∞

linker
H2BPODC
H3BTB
H3NTB

name
MIL-103

H2ADIP
H2BPDC
H2PDC
H3BCMTPA
H3CPIA
H3BPT
H6TTTP
H2mPYDC

GWMOF-3

H2BDC
H2mBDC
H2NDS
H2oPYDC
V−H4TPPS
H2DOCBD

MIL-140A

H3BPT
H3BPT
H2TDC, H2OX
H2HPDC
H2mBDC
H2BDC
H2BDC
H3PBSP

MOF-80
MIL-112

LnPF-1
CUK-1

MOF-79
MOF-CJ2
MOF-73
MOF-910

formula

T

net

ref

NaTb(BPODC)2
Tb(BTB)
Tb(NTB)

zbd
tpr
zbi

26
24
48

194
195
202

Pr2(ADIP)3
Ln2(BPDC)3(HCOOH)2
Tb2(PDC)3
La(BCMTPA)
La(CPIA)
Yb(BPT)
Al(H3TTTP)
Mg(mPYDC)

zbl
zbo
rn-7
rn-8
zcd
zbq
zbp

25
39
3 10
−
48
6 13
6 13
48

186
203
6
209
210
211
212
214

ZrO(BDC)
In2O(mBDC)2
Ln(OH) (NDS)
Co3(OH)2(oPYDC)2
Sm(V-HTPPS)
Co3(OH)2(DOCBD)2

gui
svq
fee
fee
zbs
−

36
14
13
13
24
−

215
218
219
220
223
226

Cd3(BPT)2
Cd3(BPT)2
Dy2(TDC)2(OX)
Cd2(HPDC)2
NaZn(mBDC)2
Mn3(BDC)3
Fe(BDC)
Zn3(PBSP)2

zbu
zbv
zbt
rn-9
zbw
zbx
zce
tto

4
6
2
2
2
3
3
6

9
13
6
8
8
12
10
16

227
227
228
6
229
6
231

H2TDC
H4BPTC
H2BPZ
H2BCIm
OH-H2mBDC
H2BDC

NOTT-401
NOTT-400

Sc(OH) (TDC)
Sc2(OH)2(BPTC)
Cd(BPZ)
In(OH) (BCIm) (NO3)
PbCa(OH-mBDC)2
Co(BDC)

yfm
nti
wjp
sbq
zba
zbz

14
37
14
10 25
26
26

232
232
147
40
237
238

H2MNA
H3TPTC
H2TDC
H2DMBDC

CUK-2

Co2(MNA)2
Cd4(OH)2(TPTC)2
Ln2(TDC)3
Zn5(OH)4(DMBDC)3

pcl
shf
zbb
zca

1
4
3
3

4
8
6
8

220
239
240
150

H2NDS
H4BTEC
H3BTC

LnPF-3
MIL-45

Ln5(OH)9(NDS)3
(UO2)12O4(OH)8(BTEC)3
KFe3(BTC)3

−
zcc
zcb

−
24
6 16

221
241
243

H3BTC
NH2−H2BDC

CAU-6

[NH2(CH3)2]Fe5(BTC)3(OAc)2
Al13(OH)27(NH2−BDC)3Cl6

rn-10
can

10 16
13

244
245

H4BIPA-TC
H2DMPMB
Zn−H8OCPP

Ca2(BIPA-TC)
Cd(DMPMB)
Na2Ln2(Zn-OCPP)

hqx
wuy
hqy

39
16
4 10

247

ROD-1
LnMPF-1

Bi(BTC)
Zn2(DOBDC)
Mg2(DOBPDC)
Co2(mDOBDC)
Zn2(mDOBPDC)
Cd3(BPDC)3
Cd(CVB)

rn-11
msf
msg
msh
msi
qsl
dmj

54 135
49
5 11
4 10
5 11
4 10
24

30
6
71
251
252
253
254

H3BTC
H4DOBDC
H4DOBPDC
H4mDOBDC
H4mDOBPDC
H2BPDC
H2CVB

CAU-17
MOF-74
IRMOF-74

JUC-48
CZJ-3

12511

248
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Table 1. continued
SBU
diminished pentagonal bipyramid
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M(−COO)3]∞
[M3(−COO)3]∞
(1,3,4) helix
[M2(−COO)6]∞
[M2(−COO)6]∞

linker
H3BTC
H3BTB
H3BTB
H3BTN

name
MOF-76

PCP-1

H2DMS
H2DMS

formula

net

T

ref

Tb(BTC)
La(BTB)
La(BTB)
La(BTN)

msx
tpr
awd
−

49
24
49
−

6
199
199
200

Ln2(DMS)3
Ln2(DMS)3

fni
yan

13
14

162
162

Figure 67. Structural diversity when linking [M(OH)(−COO)2]∞ helical ribbon SBUs with ditopic or tetratopic carboxylates. The resulting nets show
either 5-c yfm or (3,5)-c nti topology.232 Color code: black, C; red, O; yellow, S; blue polyhedra, metal.
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order to keep the structural information, similar to MOF-74.
This diﬀerent deconstruction then leads to a 4-nodal (3,6,7)-c
awd net (Figure 91, left). It shows transitivity 4 9 and symmetry
R32. Notably all reported crystals of this group have the same
chiral R32 symmetry rather than the higher symmetry, P6̅m2,
of the simpler deconstruction.
Another framework that could potentially fall into this category
is La(BTN) (H3BTN = 6,6′,6″-(benzene-1,3,5-triyl)tris(2-naphthoic acid) as shown in Figure 92.200 The SBU is composed of
face-sharing diminished pentagonal bipyramids that have the same
composition as those in La(BTB), however with a highly distorted
conﬁguration. Subjecting this net to Systre turns the SBU into a
rod composed of face-sharing octahedra with one edge missing
and we therefore do not describe this topology in detail.
13.4. MOF Based on Helices of the Erickson Notation (1,3,4)

In the terminology of Erickson,53 the BC helix is (1,2,3). The
next chiral 36 cylinder tiling is (1,3,4), which we identify in the
MOF described here. The framework is Ln2(DMS)3 (Ln = Tb,
Dy, Ho, Er, Yb, H2DMS = 2,3-dimethylsuccinic acid), where the
[M2(−COO)6]∞ SBU is composed of Ln3+ which are eightcoordinated. They are exclusively surrounded by carboxylate
oxygen.162 The authors described the topology appropriately, by
considering the carboxylate C as points of extension, leading to a
uninodal 5-c fni net (Figure 93, left). This net contains chiral 44
cylinder tilings and has transitivity 1 3 and symmetry I4122. If we
dissect all the quadrangles by joining the shorter diagonal, this
compound does not possess open metal sites, we obtain a 7-c yan
net (Figure 93, right). This net contains now the chiral (1,3,4) 36
cylinder tiling and has transitivity 1 4 and again symmetry I4122.

14. RULES FOR THE DECONSTRUCTION AND
ANALYSIS OF MOF STRUCTURES
Rules for deconstruction of MOF structures have been discussed
before,4 but here we call attention to points especially relevant for
rod MOF structures. In many cases, this deconstruction can be
done automatically by a program such as TOPOS;27 however, we
prefer to do it by inspection of the crystal structure. Normally this
procedure takes less than an hour, which is not much time to
spend on a compound especially since it has taken typically
thousands of hours to be synthesized and characterized.
First: identify the points of extension. These mark the interface
between the organic and inorganic components of the structure.
For example, in carboxylates, the carboxylate C atom. Sometimes
a ﬁctive atom as detailed in section 1.3.
Second: identify the metal SBUs. Metal atoms in an SBU are
joined to others in the same SBU by M−X−M links (here X is
normally an O or N atom) or share a point of extension with
other M atoms in the same SBU. The smallest such group are the
components of the same SBU.
Third: identify the branch points of the organic linkers.5
If the metal SBUs are ﬁnite and have a well-deﬁned center then
the task of deconstructing the MOF is almost over. If the linkers
are ditopic, simply record the links between SBU centers.
Otherwise record the links between the centers of the metal
SBUs and the branch points of the linker and the links (if any)
between branch points of the linkers. Submitting this information to Systre33 will provide the symmetry of the net and an
optimal embedding and identiﬁcation if the net is known to
RCSR.
With rod structures, the procedure is more complicated. We
have now to identify the shape of the metal SBUs as deﬁned
by the pattern of points of extension. Even for ﬁnite SBUs this is

Figure 68. Hexagonal helical ribbon SBUs of formula [M(−PZ)2]∞ that
have the framework Cd(BPZ), crystallizing in P6122. The underlying
topology is 5-c wjp.147 Color code: black, C; green, N; blue polyhedra,
metal; pink, points of extension.

This topology has been encountered quite frequently in many
isostructural compounds, when lanthanide salts are reacted with
H3BTC.255−264
Another series of frameworks can be described similarly, with
La(BTB) as the parent compound.199,265 In the rod SBU of
formula [M(−COO)3]∞, each La3+ is nine-coordinated by eight
oxygen from six carboxylate groups and one solvent (water)
molecule. Figure 91 (right) shows such SBUs, deconstructed
into triangular face-sharing trigonal prisms that when combined
with the triangular BTB linker, produced a framework with an
underlying binodal (3,5)-c tpr net. It contains two kinds of
vertices and four kinds of edge with transitivity 2 4 and symmetry
P6̅m2. However, we believe that the dissection of square faces,
of such trigonal prismatic SBUs is more appropriate which
transforms the 5-c node into a 6-c and 7-c node, respectively. The
square face that contains the open metal site is not dissected in
12513
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Figure 69. Pentagonal helical ribbon SBUs of formula [M(OH)(−COO)2]∞ that have the framework In(OH)(BCIm)(NO3). The underlying topology
is sbq with minimal transitivity 10 25.40,236 Color code: black, C; red, O; green, N; blue polyhedra, metal.

Figure 94. Of course in this example the determination of the
underlying net remains unambiguous.
Turning now to rod SBUs, we again deﬁne the shape of the rod
as the pattern of points of extension. For organic linkers that are
tritopic or larger we replace the branch points by coordination ﬁgures as in many examples in this review. The linkages of
these nodes (vertices of the shapes) are submitted to Systre as
before.
In many cases, such as the many MOF structures based
on zigzag ladder SBUs, one again gets one clearly preferred
deconstruction. Sometimes two possibilities present themselves
as in the MOFs isoreticular to La(BTB) of section 13.3. In that

not always obvious. In Figure 94, we show a carboxylate SBU
containing 24 carboxylate C atoms (black).266 As shown in the
ﬁgure, the pattern of the C atoms could be taken as either a
rhombicuboctahedron, 3.43, or as a sub cube, 34.4, depending on
the range of C···C distances used. One could use an objective
criterion,31 but actually all we need for a ﬁnite SBU is the location
of the center. But this example has a twist. When the underlying
net of the crystal structure is processed by Systre, it is found to
have a higher symmetry than the crystal structure and the shape
of the coordination ﬁgure (used in the augmented version of the
net) is actually a truncated octahedron, 4.62, as also shown in
12514
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Figure 70. Heterometallic, tetragonal helical ribbon SBU of formula
[CaM(−COO)4]∞ that has the framework CaPb(OH-mBDC)2. The
underlying topology is a binodal (4,6)-c zba net.237 Color code:
black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal, pink polyhedra, Ca.

Figure 71. Crystal structure of Co(BDC) and the underlying (4,5)-c zbz
net. The triangular and quadrangular SBUs form a 4-fold helix.238 Color
code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.

case, we chose the net with the lower intrinsic symmetry as that
matched the symmetry of all the reported materials.
In many rod MOFs, there are two or more points of extension
close to each other on one end of a linker. This geometry occurs
in the large family of MOFs related to MOF-74 and to MOFs
formed from linkers containing (meta) 1,3-benzenedicarboxylate. When both points of extension are on the same rod, we
often join them in determining the rod pattern. This procedure is
diﬀerent from that used in deconstructing ﬁnite SBUs because
then we never directly link points of extension on the same linker.
Consider again as an example HKUST-1 with a BTC linker
(section 1.3). We do not take the C···C carboxylate distances on
the same linker as links of the pattern. But in contrast, in the case
of CAU-17 (section 13.2) with Bi rods joined by BTC linkers, two
of the three carboxylate C atoms are on the same rod, and clearly a
link between them is part of the pattern of the rod SBU (they are
among the shorter C···C distances). Conversely in MOF-76, again
with a BTC linker, the C···C distances corresponding to the meta

carboxylates are greater than others on the rod and therefore not
used in the deconstruction (section 13.3, Figure 90).
We use these last examples to emphasize that sometimes there
may be two, or even more, ways of deconstructing the structures
of rod MOFs. In these cases, one should resist the impulse to
single out one as the unique “right” one.

15. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this review, we have focused on the geometrical structures of
rod MOFs. In every case, it is possible to derive an underlying
net, many of which are in accord with the minimum transitivity
principle.5 We hope this will encourage those interested in
synthesis to likewise analyze their creations. After all, the most
important property of a chemical compound is how its atoms are
arranged and connected into shapes.
We recognize a relatively small number of rod shapes (e.g.,
helices, ribbons, ladders, and cylinder tilings), which should form
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Figure 72. Crystal structure of CUK-2 built of cross-linked doublecrankshaft chains, leading to an overall 4-c pcl net.220 Color code:
black, C; red, O; green, N; yellow, S; blue polyhedra, metal.

an essential part of the library of shapes for the reticular chemistry
of rod MOFs, a ﬁeld still in its infancy. Such components should
also provide necessary input data for future computer compilations and evaluations of hypothetical MOFs. Of course the
synthetic chemist must develop strategies for how to target speciﬁc
SBUs in the laboratory, a topic beyond the scope of this review.
We remark that we have not encountered a rod MOF with
more than one kind of rod, indeed CAU-17 is a rare example of a
MOF (the only one in this review) in which all rods are not
related by symmetry. This suggests that a fertile area of exploration awaits the intrepid chemist, who will attempt to link more
than one kind of rod into the same structure much as is currently
being done with MOFs with multiple ﬁnite SBUs.267−275
Table 1 shows all the rod MOFs discussed in this contribution,
showing diﬀerent topologies or are chemically diﬀerent.
ASSOCIATED CONTENT

Figure 73. Crystal structure of Cd4(OH)2(TPTC)2 built of doublecrankshaft chains linked through tritopic linkers into an overall (3,4)-c
shf net.239 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, metal.
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Figure 74. Crystal structure of Ln2(TDC)3 formed by double ladder
SBUs, leading to an overall trinodal (4,5)-c zbb net.191,240 Color code:
black, C; red, O; yellow, S; blue polyhedra, metal.

Figure 75. Crystal structure of Zn5(OH)4(DMBDC)3, formed by a
[M5(OH)4(−COO)6]∞ SBU. The linking of such double ladder SBUs
facilitate a trinodal (4,5)-c zca net.150 Color code: black, C; red, O; blue
polyhedra, metal.
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Figure 76. Structure of LnPF-3. The rod SBU is deconstructed into
linked bicapped tetragonal prisms.221 Color code: black, C; red, O;
yellow, S; blue polyhedra, metal.
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Figure 88. Deconstruction of MOF-74 isomers (left) and its expanded variant. The SBU is again derived from a LA helix; however, the connectivity is
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
Since this review was accepted a paper describing the
preparation, structure, and properties of MOF-910 (section 9,
Figure 66) has appeared.276 A paper describing the preparation,
structure, and properties of ROD-1 (section 13.1, Figure 83) has
also appered.277
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